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1 Introduction

Menus of contracts are widely used in financial markets. For instance, mortgage borrow-

ers often have the choice between fixed or flexible interest rates, high or low loan-to-value

(LTV) ratios, and different combinations of interest rates and fees. A leading explanation

is that lenders offer menus to make borrowers reveal their private information through

their choices (i.e., screening). By screening borrowers, lenders can restore perfect infor-

mation pricing, but this may come at the cost of distortions in other contract terms.

For example, if high LTV contracts are more valuable to high-default borrowers, lenders

can make them self-select into a high-interest rate high LTV contract. However, main-

taining borrowers’ incentives requires that low-default borrowers get a lower LTV than

high-default borrowers, which is not necessarily what would happen in the first best.

The theoretical literature has highlighted that pooling contracts cannot be offered in

competitive markets even when pooling is a Pareto improvement over screening (see for

instance, Rothschild and Stiglitz 1976 and Rosenthal and Weiss 1984). This is because

a lender can take advantage of their competitors’ pooling contract by introducing a con-

tract with — let us say — an LTV just below the one offered by the competitors to

steal the safer and more profitable borrowers.1 This market failure emerges when lenders

do not internalize how their screening strategies change the types of borrowers selecting

competitors’ products —– and thus the cost of lending via those products. Yet, how rele-

vant this issue is in practice, and more generally, how adverse selection impacts contract

terms and welfare, is still an open question (see Einav, Finkelstein, and Mahoney 2021

for a literature review). Quantifying the impact of adverse selection on contract terms

requires determining what contracts would be offered if there were no adverse selection

(“first best”) or the ones offered by a social planner who internalizes that deviating from

pooling may be inefficient (“second best”). This is challenging as those situations are not

directly observed in the data.

In this paper, we quantify the impact of asymmetric information on contract terms

and welfare using the first structural model of screening for default probabilities. We

use our structural model to simulate the menu of contracts that would be offered in the

first and second-best cases. By comparing the simulated contracts to the ones in the

data, we assess the extent to which contracts are distorted and quantify the welfare loss.

To flexibly capture screening incentives, we develop a supply and demand model with

imperfect competition and allow borrowers to have private information about their default

probabilities and their preferences over each contract characteristic. We identify and

estimate the model parameters using administrative data on lenders’ menus, borrowers’

1. In Rothschild and Stiglitz 1976 the pure strategy equilibrium does not exist in that case because
there is also a profitable pooling deviation when all lenders screen. Papers such as Lester et al. 2019
characterize the mixed strategy equilibrium and show that lenders cannot cross-subsidize — and thus
pool — when competition is high enough.
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contract choices and defaults in the United Kingdom (UK) mortgage market for first-time

buyers from 2015 to 2019.

A key challenge when identifying screening incentives is the following. Borrowers

choosing different contracts can have different default probabilities because of the causal

impact of contract terms (i.e., burden of payment or moral hazard) rather than borrowers’

unobservable characteristics (i.e., adverse selection). We propose a novel research design

to disentangle moral hazard from adverse selection. We leverage the idea that, everything

else equal, changes in the price of a given contract “A” changes the type of borrowers

that choose another contract “B”. Adverse selection can thus be recovered by comparing

the default probability of groups of borrowers that chose the same contract “B” but

self-selected differently because contract “A” was offered at a different price for each

group. We show how to implement this idea formally within a structural model using

an instrumental variable approach to exogenously shift the interest rate spread between

contracts. The IV is based on contract-specific capital requirements that affect contract-

specific lending costs.

We deliver three new empirical results. First, we find that the LTV ratio is used

together with interest rates to screen borrowers along their default probability. Lenders

set their LTV pricing schedule such that high-default borrowers chose a higher LTV-higher

interest rate contract relative to low-default borrowers. Screening works because high-

default borrowers — who also tend to be less price elastic2 — have a higher “willingness

to pay” for LTV. That is high default borrowers are more reluctant to provide a higher

down payment for each pound they borrow (i.e., they have a higher marginal rate of

substitution of interest rate for LTV). We also find that other contract characteristics

(fees and the type of interest rate) are also used to screen.

Second, using counterfactual simulations, we show that maintaining incentives to self-

select requires distorting contract terms away from their perfect information value. In the

data 50 percent of borrowers (those with a lower default probability) choose contracts

with an LTV between 70 and 85 percent. However, under perfect information, those

borrowers, and most other borrowers, would have obtained an LTV above 85 percent and

bought a bigger house. Thus, according to our model, contracts with an LTV between

70 and 85 percent are introduced primarily to screen borrowers rather than to cater to

their preferences. We also find that because of screening, the interest rate on 95 percent

LTV loans is lower by 70 basis points (bps) relative to what those borrowers would have

gotten under perfect information.

Finally, by comparing the menu in the data to the one offered when lenders internalize

that deviating from a pooling contract can be inefficient (second best), we isolate the effect

2. The correlation between default and price elasticity is consistent with risky borrowers internalizing
the probability that their application is rejected and thus behaving as if they had higher search costs
(see Agarwal et al. (2020) for empirical evidence).
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of the contractual externality and show that there is excessive screening. A lower bound

of the deadweight loss generated by this externality is equivalent to the utility loss caused

by a 30 bps interest rate increase on all loans.3

Our results show that screening is an important force in the UK mortgage market and

that the associated contractual externality is costly. This suggests there is room for Pareto

improving policy interventions. Examples of such policies — analysed in the theoretical

companion paper Taburet (2022) — include lowering competition, increasing the capital

requirement on low LTV mortgages in a low-competition environment, or banning the use

of lower LTV products. These policies reduce the impact of the contractual externality

by preventing cream-skimming deviations from occurring.

We derive our empirical results using a novel structural model that allows us to recover

the correlations between borrowers’ preferences and their default probabilities, lenders’

unobservable costs of originating mortgages and the fixed cost of changing the menu size.

On the demand side, borrowers choose the contract in their individual specific menu

that maximizes their utility. Following the industrial organisation literature (see Berry,

Levinsohn, and Pakes 1995 and Crawford, Pavanini, and Schivardi 2018) we assume that

borrowers’ utilities are linear functions of contract characteristics (loan size, interest rate

type, LTV, lender and fees) and estimate the contributory value for each. We allow those

contributory values to be heterogeneous and to depend on borrowers’ observable char-

acteristics (income, age, location of the house), unobservable characteristics (e.g., risk

aversion, financial sophistication, income volatility), and their expected default probabil-

ity. We use our model to derive a discrete-continuous demand system (as in for instance

Train 1986) composed of a mixed logit for the product choice and a linear regression for

the loan demand. We also specify borrowers’ default probabilities as a linear function of

contract terms, as well as borrowers’ observable and unobservable characteristics. On the

supply side, we model lenders as heterogeneous multi-product firms offering differentiated

menus of mortgages and competing on the number of contracts, their interest rates, LTV

and fees.

We identify the model parameters using a three-step approach. First, we use, as in

Nevo (2001), a revealed preference to recover moments of the distribution of borrowers’

ex-ante unobservable preferences from contract product choice and loan size choice data.

In the second step, we use the demand estimates to build a measure of the average

preferences of borrowers conditional on contract choice (henceforth the average borrower

type). We use this measure in a default probability regression in which we compare the

default of groups of borrowers that chose the same contract but have different average

preferences. The variation in the average preference comes from changes over time in the

3. Considering an average loan size of £200,000 and a 25-year maturity, this corresponds to a £25
monthly increase in borrowing expenses for all borrowers. In practice, this cost is borne by a third of
borrowers and is thus equivalent to a £75 monthly increase.
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characteristics of the menu offered to a particular group of borrowers. In the third step,

we then use the demand and default parameters together with formulas derived from

the lenders’ profit maximization problem to back out the marginal costs of originating

mortgage products and the fixed cost of changing menus.

In the second step, an endogeneity concern can arise if changes in the average borrower

type selecting a given contract are correlated with changes in unobservable characteris-

tics. To address this identification threat, we instrument the average borrower type using

product-specific risk weights and minimum capital requirements for contracts other than

the one chosen. Risk weights are pre-determined and vary over time across lenders and

mortgages with different maximum LTVs. Minimum capital requirements vary over time

and across lenders. Both have been extensively used as an instrument for interest rates

(e.g., Aiyar et al. 2014, Benetton 2018 and Robles-Garcia 2019). Our instrument is rele-

vant as it affects the spread between interest rates and thus the type of borrower choosing

a given contract. We control for unobserved characteristics that are common among prod-

ucts (lender shocks) and those that are common across lenders (market shocks). Given

the absence of individual-based pricing in the UK (see Benetton 2018), the exclusion

restriction requires that our cost shifter is not correlated with economic shocks affecting

borrower types differently, and with changes in unobserved product characteristics, or

acceptance and rejection rules based on characteristics unobserved by the econometrician

only. It is plausible that the endogeneity from mortgage application rejections based on

soft information observed by the lender but not the econometrician is not fully addressed,

as lenders can update their acceptance and rejection criteria following any product cost

shock. In that case, our results should be interpreted as a lower bound on adverse selec-

tion as lenders are likely to become stricter to mitigate the increase in the cost of lending.

Related literature This paper contributes to the empirical literature on adverse

selection and the industrial organisation literature on credit markets.

A large empirical literature tests whether or not adverse selection and screening occur

in practice. Seminal papers are Chiappori and Salanie 2000 for the positive correlation

test approach and Einav, Finkelstein, and Cullen (2010) for the sufficient statistic ap-

proach. Our paper is closely related to a recent strand of the literature that focuses

on disentangling moral hazard from adverse selection in credit markets. This literature

uses reduced-form approaches. Their identification relies on lenders that just started us-

ing menus (Hertzberg, Liberman, and Paravisini 2018) or the use of experimental data

(Karlan and Zinman 2009). We contribute to the literature by showing that variation

in interest rate spreads can be used to disentangle moral hazard from adverse selection.

Our approach is thus applicable to a wide variety of setups as the literature has exten-

sively documented plausibly exogenous variations in interest rates. We also implement

our identification strategy within a structural model, which allows for answering a more
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comprehensive range of questions by doing counterfactual simulations. In particular, we

are the first paper to quantify the impact of adverse selection on contract terms and wel-

fare with respect to the first best (perfect information case) and the second best (when

the contractual externality is internalized by lenders).

This paper also relates to the literature analysing consumers’ and lenders’ behaviours

in retail financial markets. Our paper contributes to this literature by studying screening.

To do so, we build on Benetton (2018) and Crawford, Pavanini, and Schivardi (2018) and

include endogenous mortgage product offering and screening.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the in-

stitutional features of the UK mortgage market, outline the data used, and conduct a

descriptive analysis to motivate the modelling assumptions. In Section 3, we present the

structural model and discuss its main assumptions. Section 4 discusses the identification

strategy and estimation procedure. In Section 5, we analyse the estimation results and

the counterfactual experiment outcomes are presented in Section 6. Finally, Section 7

concludes.

2 Institutional Setting, Data, and Motivating Evi-

dence

This section describes the key institutional features of the market and the data used in

this paper. It then provides suggestive evidence that screening is an important driver of

the UK mortgage market contracts offering.

2.1 Institutional Setting

Market features While mortgage markets are important credit markets in most

countries, their institutional features vary (Campbell 2013). The UK mortgage market

differs from other mortgage markets — such as that in the US, for instance — along three

dimensions.

First, lenders do not offer long-term fixed rate contracts in the UK market. Instead,

borrowers can fix the interest rate for a given number of years (typically two, three,

or five). After that period, the “teaser rate” is reset to a generally significantly higher

and flexible “follow on rate”. Coupled with the fact that contracts feature high early

repayment charges — which typically account for 5 or 10 percent of the outstanding loan

— refinancing around the time when the teaser rate period ends is very frequent in this

market (Cloyne et al. 2019).

Second, the interest rate of a contract advertised by a given bank on its website or

other platforms is the one paid by every borrower choosing that contract. This is because

minimal negotiation takes place between borrowers and lenders, and banks do not practice
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individual-based pricing.4 However, while pricing is independent of borrowers’ charac-

teristics, banks may reject loan applications based on individual characteristics. This

approach is common in other markets (credit cards, hedge funds) or online platforms.5

Finally, the UK mortgage market is very concentrated. The “big six” lenders account

for approximately 75% of mortgage origination. The number of active banks is stable

over time.

Loan contracts As illustrated in Figure 1, a borrower who is willing to take on a

mortgage from a particular bank in the UK can choose from a menu of standardized loan

contracts.

Figure 1: Extract of the menu of contracts offered by HSBC in January 2023
Source: HSBC’s website

The pricing of those contracts is primarily based on product characteristics such as

lender name, rate type, maximum LTV and fees. Indeed, using a linear regression of rate

on product characteristics, we show — consistent with other papers on the UK mortgage

market (Benetton 2018, Robles-Garcia 2019) — that 90 percent of the price variation is

explained by interacting time dummies with lender dummies, rate type, maximum LTV

and fees dummies. The remaining variation is independent of the characteristics of the

borrowers choosing the contract.

4. The search platform Moneyfacts reports: “A personal Annual Percentage Rate is what you will pay.
For a mortgage this will be the same as the advertised APR, as with a mortgage you can either have
it or you can’t. If you can have the mortgage, the rate doesn’t change depending on your credit score,
which it may do with a credit card or a loan.” See Leanne Macardle, ”What is an APR?” Moneyfacts,
https://moneyfacts.co.uk/guides/credit-cards/ what-is-an-apr240211/.

5. This can be rationalized by the fixed cost of negotiation being high compared to the size of loans
in the consumer market compared to the firm market.
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Conditional on those product characteristics, loan size and maturity choices do not

impact interest rates. While the contract pricing is independent of borrowers’ character-

istics, a bank can choose to reject a borrower’s loan application based on their observable

characteristics (e.g., income, age, credit score). As we do not observe loan applications or

the criteria used by banks, we will build our empirical strategy considering this limitation.

2.2 Data

We use the Product Sales Database 001 (hereafter, PSD 001). The data are collected

quarterly by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and contain contract-level infor-

mation about households’ mortgage choices and detailed information on mortgage orig-

ination characteristics for the universe of residential mortgages in the UK. The dataset

is available to restricted members of staff and associated researchers at the FCA or the

Bank of England.

We merge the data with PSD 007 containing the credit events on mortgages. We use

arrears as a measure of default, which is defined as being 90 or more days delinquent

on monthly payments. The loans are full recourse, but in practice, only a tiny fraction

of the house is repossessed conditional on default (e.g. according to the data from UK

finance, in the third quarter of 2023, among 87930 homeowner mortgage in arrears, only

630 properties were taken into possession6).

In this paper, we focus on the years 2015 to the end of 2018. During this period,

we observe for each mortgage origination details on the loan (interest rate, loan amount,

initial fixed period, maturity, lender, fees), the borrower (income, age), and the property

(value, location). We focus on the first-time buyer market to abstract from preexisting

lending relationships between lender and borrower.

The structural estimation uses 2018 data (See Table 2 in Appendix A for the data

summary statistics) for which we also have Bank of England supervisory data about the

risk weights and capital requirements. For that year, we observe 847,000 first-time buyer

contracts, of which almost 90% are mortgages with initial fixed periods of two, three, or

five years. The average interest rate is 2.5 percentage points, and the average origination

fee is £503. The average loan is almost £165,000 with an LTV of 80 %, a loan-to-income

of 4.6, and an average maturity of 29 years. Borrowers are, on average, 31 years old and

have an annual income of £36,000.
We also supplement our analysis with data on the number of products from 2008 to

2022 from the Moneyfacts database.

6. See https://www.ukfinance.org.uk/data-and-research/data/arrears-and-possessions
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2.3 Motivating Evidence

This section discusses descriptive patterns about banks’ menus. We also provide sugges-

tive evidence that screening is feasible in this market as borrowers’ (observable) charac-

teristics are correlated with contract choices and default.

Variation in product offering As shown in Figure 2, the number of products varies

over time and across market participants. In particular, borrowers shopping for 90%

LTV contracts faced on average two different options at each bank in 2010, six options in

2018. Menu sizes are larger at 75% LTV. Indeed, the average menu contains 6 alternative

contracts at 75% LTV in 2010 and 16 in 2018. Typically, in 2018 the average bank offers

at 75% LTV the option of fixing the rate for 0, 2, 3 or 5 years and proposes three levels

of fees (0, 750, 1500). A higher level of fee is associated with a lower rate. Considering

all combinations of fixed rates and fees for all LTV levels offered starting from 60% LTV

(i.e., 60, 65, ..., 90, 95), we find that, on average, only 40 percent of those products are

offered by the average bank. These empirical facts are the motivation for making the

number of products endogenous in the model.

Figure 2: Average number of advertised mortgage products for Buy-to-Let, First-time-
Buyer and Remortgage
Source: Moneyfacts and Bank of England’s calculations

Sorting on observables As suggestive evidence that borrowers with different charac-

teristics tend to select different products, we regress borrowers’ observable characteristics

on LTV dummies (see Table 1). We document that — compared to borrowers choosing
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75% LTV contracts — borrowers choosing 95% LTV contracts are on average 1.5 years

younger, earn £7,400 net less a year, and are 20 percent more likely to be part of a couple.

This correlation between LTV and borrowers’ characteristics can be the result of bor-

rowers’ self-selection or the fact that banks may decline the loan applications of riskier

borrowers for a high LTV loan. As banks generally offer high LTV loans only to safer

borrowers, it is likely that the income and age gap between high and low LTV loans would

be higher absent banks’ rejection behaviour. Making borrowers self-select (on observable

characteristics) using LTV is thus feasible.

Sorting on default As suggestive evidence that borrowers that choose different

products have different default behaviour, we regress default on borrower and contract

characteristics (see Table 3):

Defaulti “ βXi ` ϵi (1)

Defaulti is equal to 1 if borrower i has been in arrears by the end of 2019, andXi includes

borrower i’s contract terms (lender, LTV, rate, fees, teaser period, mortgage term) and

borrower i’s characteristics (age, income, location of the house, number of applicants,

month and year at which the loan has been originated).

We document that 1.2 percent of the loans originated in 2018 had defaulted by 2020.

The default probability on 85-95% LTV loans is 1.4 percent, while the average for 75-85%

LTV loans is 0.8 percent.

Using a baseline default of 1.2%, the regression of default on product and borrowers’

characteristics implies that a 100 bps increase in rate is associated with a 50 percent

increase in default probability; the default probability of a 5-year fixed rate contract is

40 percent lower than that of flexible rate contracts; the default probability of a zero

fee contract is 30 percent lower than contracts with fees of 1,000; and borrowers whose

income is one standard deviation lower (i.e. 16,000 less) are 16 percent more likely to

default.

In Figure 3, we plot the share or mortgages that are in arrears as a function of the

LTV at origination. Loans with an LTV bellow 75 percent are twice as less likely to be

in arrears than loans with an LTV above 90 percent. This can for instance be due to

the causal impact of borrowers type (i.e., adverse selection) or to the causal impact of

contract terms (i.e., moral hazard or burden of payment).

Those results, together with the one on borrowers’ choice of contract — and given that

pricing is independent of borrowers’ income — provides suggestive evidence of adverse

selection along the income dimension. Indeed, we documented that low-income borrowers

are more likely to choose high LTV contracts and are more likely to default.
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Figure 3: Percentage of mortgages in arrears by LTV at origination
Source: PSD001-PSD007

Need for a structural model To further understand the impact of screening on

equilibrium quantities, one needs to compare the observed equilibrium contracts terms

to a counterfactual in which there is no private information. Given the difficulty of

finding the right counterfactual in the data, we build a structural framework and rely

on simulations instead. The following sections discuss the model assumptions and our

identification strategy. Our modeling approach and identification strategy also allow

us to look at selection on unobservable borrowers’ characteristics, take care of the bias

generated by the rejection of mortgage applications, and disentangle moral hazard or

burden of payment from adverse selection in the default regression.

3 General Model Setup

For each month t, we read the data through the lens of the model of supply and demand

described in this section. To simplify the notation, we drop the index t on the variables

unless for variables with a different time index.

3.1 Overview of the Model

There are two groups of agents: borrowers and lenders. We also refer to the second group

as banks. There are n borrowers indexed by i. There is a finite number of banks indexed

by b P B. The number of borrowers and lenders is exogenous.

Definition of contracts and products Banks offer a menu of contracts. Based on

the UK institutional features, we define as a loan contract the object pL,X, rq where L is

the loan size, X is a vector containing other contract characteristics (lender dummy, rate
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type, maximum LTV and fees) and r is the interest rate on the loan.

Following the IO literature vocabulary, we also refer to the vector of characteristics

pXq as a product, r as the product price, and L as the product quantity. We index a

product by the subscript c. We denote Pib as the set of products (c) available to borrower

i at bank b.7 We denote by Mib :“ tpXcb, rcbqucPPib
the menu of products offered to

borrower i at bank b. We drop the b or i index in M and P to refer to the market menu

(Mi :“ YbMib and Pi :“ YbPib) or the bank menu (Mb :“ YiMib and Pb :“ YiPib).

Cb :“ cardpPbq is the number of products sold by bank b.

For each product c P Pb, there exists a contract pL,Xc, rcq for any loan amount

L P ra, bs. The menu of contracts (i.e., its size Cb and its content Mb) is endogenous.

Supply and demand Our model is based on the following maximization prob-

lems. Borrowers choose the bank and contract among their individual specific set that

maximizes its indirect utility. Lenders choose the menus of contracts they offer to maxi-

mize their expected profits. Lenders take competitors’ contracts as given and know how

borrowers select banks and contracts. They do not perfectly observe borrowers’ charac-

teristics but know their joint distribution. Formally, for each period t we have:

Borrower i: contract c and lender b choice

pci, biq “ argmaxtbPBi,cPPibutVip

contract terms and price
hkkikkj

Xcb, rcb ,

Loan demand
hkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkj

LipXcb, rcb, dipXcb, rcbqq,

Default probability
hkkkkkikkkkkj

dipXcb, rcbq q
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

Indirect utility

` εicb
loomoon

Demand shock

u

(2)

Vip¨q ` εicb is the borrower indirect utility. The demand shock ε has a mean of zero.

Lip¨q is the optimal loan size conditional on contract choice c. dip¨q is the default proba-

bility conditional on contract and loan choice.

Lender b: menu offering M

Mb Ă argmaxtMb,Cb,Pibu Er
ÿ

i,c

1tpci,biq“pc,bqu NPV prcb, dicb,

marginal cost of lending
hkkikkj

mccb q
loooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon

Expected NPV if i chooses cb

s ´ F pMb,Mbt´1q
looooooomooooooon

Fixed cost of changing menu

(3)

where borrowers1 choice of contract and bank pci, biq are given by Equation p2q

This formulation is a general version of screening models such as Rothschild and

Stiglitz (1976). Constraint (2) can be written as a participation constraint and an incen-

tive compatibility constraint when the revelation principle is used. The fixed cost F is

7. Each combination of product characteristics (X) is a one-to-one mapping to a natural number.
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required to match the number of contracts offered in the data. Mbt´1 is the menu offered

by bank b in the previous period.

Information set The expectation in Equation 3 is conditional on the lender infor-

mation set. The information set contains competitors’ contract terms and prices, and

observable borrower characteristics.

Timing Given that product characteristics are updated less frequently than interest

rates, we follow Wollmann (2018) and assume that lenders play a two-stage game. They

chose product characteristics first and then compete on interest rates. This modelling

is the most conservative as it is likely to lower the contractual externality when lenders

partially internalize their competitors’ behaviour as explained below.

3.2 Screening mechanism: A heuristic explanation

Before specifying key parametric assumptions and the main parameters of interest in

the model, let us heuristically explain in this section the intuition underlying the screen-

ing that banks can do using a menu of contracts. For illustrative purpose, we focus on

screening via the Loan-to-Values (LTVs) and we assume that there are only two borrower

types which differ only in terms of the probability of experiencing negative income shocks.

Therefore one type of borrowers has higher probability of default than the other. The

credit market is perfectly competitive but is adversely selected: high default borrowers

have a higher “willingness to pay” for loan size. This can be the result of, for instance,

high default borrowers being less sensitive to interest rates because they expect to repay

the loan less often (Stiglitz and Weiss 1981) or because they are less financially sophisti-

cated and underestimate the cost of defaulting.

First best contracts If borrowers’ default probabilities are observable and the

marginal cost of lending (or regulatory constraints on the maximum loan size) is such

that both borrower types buy the same house size under perfect information, the first

best contracts have the same LTVs. Lenders break even on each contract and thus charge

borrowers different interest rates. We illustrate this situation in Figure 4 by plotting on

the LTV-interest rate plane the perfect information contracts (c1, c2), borrowers’ indiffer-

ence curves, and the break-even rates.

Screening contracts Under unobservable default probabilities, the first best contracts

(c1, c2) are not incentive compatible. Indeed, as can be seen in Figure 4, by pretending

to be low default type and choosing contract c2, high default borrowers will get higher

utility. To prevent this from happening, one option for banks is to reduce the LTV of the
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Figure 4: The perfect information, perfect competition contracts (c1, c2) are not incentive
compatible.

contract offered to the low default type: the new contract lies on the same indifference

curve of the high-default type as contract c1 as illustrated in Figure 5. Screening works

with this new menu as the high default type is indifferent between choosing the new

contract c2 and contract c1 specifically designed for that type. The low default type also

prefers its targeted contract c2 than contract c1. Note also that the screening leads to a

downward distortion of the LTV offered to the low default type.

Contractual externality When the LTV distortions needed to screen borrowers are

high, the pooling contract cp (see Figure 5) is a Pareto improvement over screening. This

happens because, under pooling contracts, high-default borrowers get a lower rate and

low-default borrowers are less credit constrained.

Yet, pooling contracts cannot be offered in equilibrium. Indeed, if a lender prices

their customers using the average default probability (pooling), a competitor can take

advantage of the pooling contract by introducing a low rate-low credit constraint contract

that will steal only the low default customers (so-called cream-skimming deviations, see

Rothschild and Stiglitz 1976). We illustrate that situation in Figure 6: We can see that

any contract in the profitable deviation region indicated in the figure is preferred by the

low default type. All else equal, this deviation of competitors leaves the pooling lender

with negative profits. A contractual externality thus exists when lenders do not inter-

nalize how their screening strategies change the types of borrowers selecting competitors’

products — and thus the cost of lending via those products.

Overall, two additional remarks from the graphical analysis are worth mentioning.

First, the banks’ ability to screen depends on the heterogeneous slope of borrowers’
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Figure 5: Screening may not be a equilibrium

Figure 6: Pooling cannot not be a equilibrium
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indifference curve. Once these slopes and the break-even rates are estimated, it is possible

to back out the first-best optimal contracts. Second, lenders’ incentives to deviate from

pooling even when it is ex-post inefficient imply that a social planner with access to

the same information as lenders could implement a Pareto improvement over the market

equilibrium.

3.3 Key Parametric Assumptions

In this section, we present our parametric assumptions. The implications of our modelling

assumptions are discussed in depth in Section 3.4.

3.3.1 Demand

We linearize the indirect utility, the loan demand and the default functions (V, L and d)

around contract terms. As shown in appendix C, the same formulas can also be obtained

by specifying an indirect utility and using Roy’s identity to derive the loan demand.

The fact that the indirect utilities, the loan demand and the default function de-

rive from the same maximization problem is captured by the use of correlated random

coefficients. This is a generalization of Train (1986).

Formally, using the notation Xcb for the contract c characteristics in bank b and Di

for observable borrower characteristics, we have:8

Vicb :“ βP
i Xcb ´ αP

i rcb ` ξcb ` νPDi (4)

and εicb „ EV, iid ùñ Prpi chooses pc, bq|βP
i , ξcbq “

exppVicbq
ř

xPB,yPtPibu
exppViyxq

(5)

lnpLicbq “ βL
i Xcb ´ αL

i rcb ` νLDi ` σLϵ
L
icb (6)

dicb “ βdXcb ` αdr ` νdDi ` ρPIi ` σdϵ
d
icb (7)

with, βx
i “ βx

` γxDi ` PIxi , αx
i “ αx

` γ̃xDi ` P̃ Ixi , x P tP,Lu (8)

and pPIxi , P̃ Ixi , P Ii, ϵ
L
ic, ϵdicq „ Np0,Ωq (9)

εicb contains deviations from the average borrowers’ valuation of unobserved product

characteristics. εicb is extreme value distributed, independent of the unobserved borrower

characteristics (i.e., PI). We assume that Erεicb|Xcb, rcb, βi, αis “ 0 so that εicb represents

the part of borrowers’ demand that cannot be screened by banks when they use product

characteristics pXc, rcq only. The potential identification threat caused by this assumption

is discussed in Section 4.

8. Notice that we use the Industrial Organisation notation for the indexes. That is, as in for instance
Benetton (2018), while we only observe one choice per borrower, we index all the possible alternatives
that were available to the borrower.
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pβx
i , α

x
i q drive how borrower i values product characteristics and prices. We loosely

refer to them as borrowers’ preferences. They are a function of observable borrowers’

characteristics (Di) and unobserved borrower heterogeneity (PI). pβP
i , α

P
i q captures the

part of the valuation that is not a function of contract terms. Intuitively, how borrowers

value contract terms might be a function of the default probabilities. For instance, risky

borrowers might be less sensitive to prices if they expect that they won’t be forced to repay

the full face value of the loan upon default. In that case, αP
i would be a decreasing function

of default. In light of this example, borrower i valuation of characteristics (X) could be

written in a more general form: βicbX with βicb :“ fipdicb, Xcb, rcbq « βi ` fcbpXcb, rcbq.

The elements that depend on contract terms (i.e., fcbpXcb, rcbq) are absorbed by the bank-

product fixed effect ξcb. βi can thus be interpreted as the part of borrowers’ valuation that

depends on unobservable borrower characteristics that may be correlated with default.9

ξcb is a product bank fixed effect. It captures the part of the average indirect utility

that comes from unobserved (by the econometrician) contract characteristics.

νP are parameters capturing observable heterogeneity in borrowers’ preferences.

PIPi is a random coefficient modeling unobserable heterogeneity in borrowers’ pref-

erence. It is a key parameter for screening as it potentially contains information about

borrower i’s unobserved baseline default probability. βP
i also contains borrowers’ charac-

teristics that are unobservable by the econometrician but observable by banks.10

The ratio
βP
i

αP
i
represents borrower i’s willingness to pay for a characteristic. Indeed, if

a bank proposes a new high LTV contract, borrower i would be happy to take it (i.e., its

utility would increase by taking the contract) as long as the price increase is below the

borrower’s willingness to pay.

Key parameter for selected market In the spirit of the positive correlation

literature (see Chiappori and Salanié 2002), we model adverse selection via the correlation

between the random coefficients of the demand and default regressions (PIx, P̃ Ix, P I).

We denote ρx,y :“ ρdyρ
d
x,y where ρdy is the correlation between default and the yth element

of the private information component PI and ρdx,y is the correlation between the xth

preference parameter of Γ :“ pβP
i , α

P
i , β

L
i , α

L
i q and the yth element of PI.

Given the assumption that the error term of the default regression is uncorrelated

with observables and the private information component pi.e., Erϵdicb|X, r, PIs “ 0q, we

have ρx :“
ř

y ρx,y ‰ 0, which implies that the market is a selection market with respect

to the contract characteristic associated with preference parameter x. That is, borrowers

9. The logic behind our approach is as follows. The default probability is a function a of monthly
repayment, the cost of defaulting and losing the house, the borrower’s future income profile and the
borrower’s propensity to save. The loan size is an endogenous variable, so we replace it by its function
defined in 6. We linearize the expression around the contract and borrowers’ characteristics. Then, we
explicitly acknowledge that the choice of contract and loan size depends on default in equation (7).
10. If the model is misspecified, this term includes the misspecification error terms as well.
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that prefer characteristic (x) tend to be more (less) likely to default if ρx ą 0 (ρx ă 0).

We denote ρx{r when, instead of the preference parameter for product x, we use the will-

ingness to pay for product characteristic x.

Key parameters for screening To capture the screening possibility, we allow the

random coefficients to affect the slopes (via βx
i ) rather than the intercepts only (via

ϵxicb). This is because it is only when preferences (βP
i ) are heterogeneous that banks can

influence the average characteristic of borrowers choosing a given product by changing

their contract menus.11 For instance, high default borrowers find it relatively more costly

to provide a high level of down payments for each additional unit they borrow, then low

LTV contracts attract unobservably safer borrowers and can be offered at a lower price.

The following proposition states formally how lenders can screen in our setup.

Proposition: Test of screening and risk discrimination

It is possible to screen borrower a from borrower b with βP
ax ‰ βP

bx @pa ‰ bq, with βP
ix the

xth element of vector βP
i , using contract characteristics x and interest rate if and only if

βP
ax

αa

‰
βP
bx

αb

@pa ‰ bq. (10)

We call this screening risk discrimination if ρx{r ‰ 0, with ρx{r defined above.

3.3.2 Supply

NPV We follow the standard literature assumptions to build an approximation of

the net present value of the cash flow associated with a mortgage. As Benetton (2018)

and Crawford, Pavanini, and Schivardi (2018), we consider that banks are risk neutral,

that all borrowers refinance at the end of the teaser rate period12 and that lenders do

not forecast the probability of default in each period, but consider an average expected

probability of default. The Net Present Value of lending is thus well approximated by:

NPVicb « Licb ¨ rp1 ´ dicbqrcb ´ mccbsfcb (11)

where Licb is borrower i’s loan demand conditional on choosing contract c at bank b (de-

fined in equation 28), d is the default probability (defined in equation 1), r is the interest

rate, f is the fixed rate period and mc is the marginal cost of lending. The derivation of

the formula is in Appendix (F).

11. Given that banks do not offer a different price based on Di in the UK, observable characteristics
also drive the menu design.
12. Given the high level of refinancing at the end of the initial period, it is unreasonable to assume that

lenders compute the present value as if all mortgages are held until maturity.
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Fixed cost Given that price changes are more common than product introduction

and withdrawal, we consider that only changes in product characteristics affect the fixed

cost as in Wollmann (2018). The fixed cost of designing a menu thus has the following

form:

F pMb,Mbt´1q “
Fb

βF
` βF eFm (12)

Fb :“
ÿ

cPPbt

θ1Xcbr1cPPbt,cRPbt´1
looooomooooon

Inclusion

`λ1cPPbt´1,cRPbt
loooooomoooooon

Exclusion

s (13)

eFm is a cost shock. It is independent across products and extreme value distributed.

βF is the variance of this cost. We scale down the fixed cost Fb by βF for notational

convenience in the estimation section but this is without loss of generality.

Fb is the non-random cost of changing the menu. We use the same functional form as

Wollmann (2018) in which θ1X is the cost of introducing a new contract with character-

istics X (i.e., the origination fee, LTV, and fixed-rate period), λ is a scaling parameter

that captures the cost or benefits of withdrawing a contract from the menu.

3.4 Discussion about the Model’s Assumptions

Any model simplifies the reality to focus on a given economic phenomenon. For instance,

we do not endogenize the house price upon default and do not model dynamic considera-

tions in order to be able to model screening incentives in more detail. The counterfactual

simulations thus consider that those elements — as well as unobserved product charac-

teristics (captured by product-lender fixed effects) — remain constant.

3.4.1 Demand

In this section, we discuss how our assumptions affect the interpretation of the demand

parameters.

Savings As we do not observe savings, we cannot explicitly model the constraints

on the level of down payment (dp) a borrower can provide. We address this issue by

modelling borrowers’ choice of both LTV and the loan size and relying on a revealed

preference approach to recover the demand parameters. Indeed, using the definition of

LTV, we get: LTV :“ L
dp`L

ô dp “ L ¨ 1´LTV
LTV

. In the situation in which a borrower is

constrained by their savings (si) when selecting their level of down payment, their loan

demand function is: LipLTV q “ si
LTV

1´LTV
. Where si is a parameter to be recovered using

choice data. Our specification of the demand allows us to capture this situation.
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Rejection of mortgage application In borrowers’ maximisation problem (2), we al-

low for the menu available to each borrower (Pib) to be different as a result of rejections of

borrowers’ applications for a particular contract. The modelling of the choice of product

is general enough to encompass the case in which borrowers have or do not have perfect

knowledge of which applications would be successful and which would not. We favour

the perfect information case interpretation as this case can be justified by the heavy use

of brokers in this market. The imperfect information case is discussed in Appendix (D.1).

Borrowers’ participation in the mortgage market As shown in Andersen et

al. (2021) and Benetton, Gavazza, and Surico (2021), borrowers’ entry decision in the

mortgage market is very inelastic to loan prices and characteristics.13 Furthermore,

Robles-Garcia (2019) and Benetton (2018) show that the level of competition is high

in the UK mortgage market, making it unlikely that banks will be able to extract the full

surplus from borrowers. This motivates the assumption of taking borrowers’ participation

as given and the use of a static demand model.

3.4.2 Supply

In this section, we discuss how our assumptions affect the interpretation of the supply

parameters.

Collateral Our NPV parametrization is derived in Appendix F from a model in which

banks do not recover anything following borrowers’ default. This assumption does not

affect the demand estimation as we do not explicitly model the cost of default and in-

stead rely on a revealed preference approach. However, it affects the interpretation of the

marginal cost of lending parameter that is recovered in the estimation section. To provide

intuition for how to interpret the results given our assumption about collateral, let us

introduce the following notation. Upon default, the mortgage originator can seize the

lender’s house and get mintδ ¨ L
LTV

, rLu. L is the loan size, r the interest rate, L
LTV

is the

house value at the origination date, and δ is the ratio of the house price upon default over

the one at origination. Default happens with probability d. If δ is not equal to zero, the

estimated marginal cost we recover will capture the average loss given default conditional

on LTV Ermc ´ mintδ ¨ 1
LTV

, rud|LTV s. Following the literature (for instance, Benetton

2018 and Crawford, Pavanini, and Schivardi 2018), we do not identify δ andmc separately.

Static model of supply The supply model used in this paper is static, as at each

period, lenders maximize the expected profits generated by current lending activities only.

13. They estimate the entry decision in regular time, as opposed to a financial crisis. But it seems that
even during the COVID-19 crisis, the number of borrowers did not drop on average.
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This consideration is justified by the demand also being static. However, using the fixed

cost function in the lenders’ problem creates a dynamic relationship between current and

past maximization problems. It makes the use of a dynamic model natural.

The following considerations can nonetheless justify the static supply approach. First,

our static modelling can be written as the hurdle rate approach, which is a good approx-

imation of firms’ product-offering decisions according to recent surveys (see Wollmann

2018). The hurdle rate approach assumes that firms choose to offer a set of products

such that, for any other feasible set, the expected ratio of the added profits to added

sunk costs does not exceed a set number (the hurdle rate).

Second, the only parameter affected by a dynamic modeling approach is the fixed cost

function, which is not an object of interest of our analysis. Indeed, the marginal costs are

not affected as they are identified from a model optimality condition that depends on the

number of products being fixed. The counterfactual experiment is not affected by the use

of the static model as long as the relationship between current and expected profits in the

counterfactual experiment remains the same as in the data. The static estimation affects

the economic interpretation of the size of the fixed cost. As a complementary approach,

we show in Appendix B how methods used in the dynamic demand estimation literature

could be used in a dynamic version of our model to estimate the supply parameters.

However, the dynamic estimation increases the computational burden of counterfactual

experiments to the point where the counterfactual model would not be solvable with the

current methods available.

Fixed cost The fixed costs are needed to rationalize the fact that banks do not offer

a continuum of products despite the large heterogeneity in preferences. They can be

interpreted as monetary costs, capturing for instance marketing expenses or updates in

softwares, but can also interpreted as non-monetary cost such as managerial frictions or

collusion. As our model is static, the fixed cost may capture the impact of competitors’

punishment strategy if the bank deviates from the current menu offering.

4 Identification and Estimation

We use product choice data to recover the indirect utility parameters; loan size data

to recover loan demand parameters and default data to recover default probabilities.

Once the demand and default parameters estimated, we use the lender model optimality

conditions together with data on menus offered and estimated demand parameters to

recover the supply parameters.

For notational convenience, we collect all the parameters into the vector Θ :“ pΘD,Θd,ΘSq

where ΘD :“ pΘP ,ΘL) denotes the demand parameters related to the product demand
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(ΘP ) and the loan demand (ΘL). Θd contains the default parameters pβd, νd, ρdq and

ΘS the supply ones (mc, Fb). The elements of ΘP and ΘL are defined in the relevant

sections. Each following section — demand (section 4.1.1), default (section 4.1.2), and

supply (section 4.1.3) — focuses on the identification and estimation of their respective

Θ element.

4.1 Identification

4.1.1 Step 1: Demand

In this first step, we use contract choice data to identify and estimate borrowers’ hetero-

geneous demand elasticities. Those elasticities capture banks’ ability to screen borrowers

along their outside options. For instance, if borrowers that value high LTV contracts the

most also tend to compare less intensively products across banks, lenders can use a menu

to extract more surplus from them.

The demand parameters (ΘP ,ΘL) governing the choice of contract (the mixed logit

equation 5) and the optimal loan choice (linear regression 6) are identified using the cross

section for a given month. We, however, estimate the model using both the time and the

cross-sectional variation.

Identification challenges for bank and contract choice There are two classic

challenges related to the demand estimation. The first one is that interest rates are endo-

geneous. In particular, interest rates are likely to be correlated with unobserved product

characteristics such as product-specific marketing expenses. The second identification

threat comes from unobserved lender loan application rejection criteria which affect the

borrower-specific choice set (Pi). For instance, it may be that some borrowers did not

choose a higher LTV contract because they were unable to rather than because it was

too expensive. As a result, using a larger choice set in the logit regression than the one

offered available to borrowers is likely to lead to a downward bias in willingness to pay

for LTV.

We use an instrumental variable approach together with bank and product fixed

effects to deal with the unobserved product characteristics. The fixed effects control for

unobserved product characteristics that are common across banks (e.g., market segment-

specific advertising) or common across products of the same bank (e.g., branch network or

customer service). Following in Benetton 2018 and Robles-Garcia 2019, we use product-

specific risk-weights as cost shifters. Risk weights drive the minimum amount of capital

banks must have when lending with a given product and, thus, the lending cost. They vary

across lenders and over time. For the largest banks, risk weights come from an Internal

Rating-Based (IRB) model. While the choice of model is endogenous, they have to be

approved by the central bank before being used. As the approval process features some
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delay, it is unlikely that current unobservable shocks are correlated with pre-determined

risk weights. Given the absence of individual-based pricing in the UK (see Benetton 2018),

the exclusion restriction requires that our cost shifter is not correlated with unobserved

bank-product-specific unobservable characteristics. This restriction is violated if lenders

react to cost by changing unobservable product characteristics. However, given that

observable contract characteristics other than interest rates (e.g, reset rates, pre-payment

penalties) are relatively constant over time for any given bank, it is unlikely that the time

series variation in risk weights is highly correlated with changes in unobservable product

characteristics.

The consideration set bias is dealt with using a sufficient set approach, as in Crawford,

Griffith, Iaria, et al. 2016. This approach shows that taking a subset of the menu for which

banks’ rejection is independent on variables unobserved by the econometrician restores

the consistency of the estimates. The choice of subset is subject to the econometrician’s

judgment. Since a failure of the sufficient set correction would lead to a downward bias of

the WTP LTV estimates, our main results about the LTV distortion level and the cost of

those distortions should be interpreted with caution as a lower bound to the true effect.

We construct the choice set the following way, as in Benetton, Gavazza, and Surico 2021

and Robles-Garcia 2019. We build sets based on the product sold in the same month

in the same geographical regions. The geographical restriction affects mostly building

societies and smaller banks, because they often have limited coverage across regions. The

time restriction accounts for the entry and exit of products. We then further restrict the

choice set by considering products with LTV just above and just below the one actually

chosen. In addition, if a borrower got a loan from a large bank (top 8), we restrict his

choice set to large banks. We do similar restrictions for small lenders. This captures

consideration bias in the search or lender rejection. Furthermore, we assume a household

will not qualify for a product if it has a larger loan-to-income ratio, or if they are older

than any of the cut-off values. The rationale for these restrictions is based on lenders’

most common set of affordability criteria.

Identification challenges loan amount There are two econometric challenges.

The first one comes from the fact that interest rate can be correlated with unobservable

bank-product characteristics. We deal with this using the same instrumental variable

approach as in the product choice estimation.

The second challenge comes from a selection bias. It arises if, for instance, borrowers

with a high unobservable propensity to borrow are also more likely to compare products

more intensively and thus end up choosing lower-rate contracts. This bias is mitigated by

allowing random coefficients to be correlated. The seminal paper Train 1986 is an extreme

version of this approach as it assumes that the coefficients are perfectly correlated.
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4.1.2 Step 2: Default Probabilities

In this second step, we use contract default data together with our demand estimates

to identify and estimate adverse selection (ρ) and moral hazard parameters (αd). The

default parameters are identified and estimated using the cross-sectional variation and

the variation in the month of the mortgage origination.

Research design In the default regression (7), some product or borrower character-

istics may be unobservable by the econometrician. In particular, the borrower’s private

information PIi is unobservable. However, given the use of menus in this market, we can

construct a measure of the average borrower type conditional on product choice from our

demand estimates. We denote it β̂P
gcb. This is formally defined as:

β̂P
gcbc´ :“ ÊrβP

i |IE
P , i choose cbs (14)

IE
P denotes the econometrician information set, βP

i is defined in equation (4).14

Because of the specification of preferences βP
i and the use of bank-product fixed

effects (ξcb), β
P
i is uncorrelated with observable and unobservable contract characteristics

pXo
cb, X

u
cbq. As a result, the coefficient β̂P

gcb contains no information about moral hazard

or burden of payment.15

We use the index c´ to emphasize that the average borrower type selecting product c

depends on the other contracts c´ offered. To gain intuition, let us consider a situation

in which high default borrowers tend to choose high LTV contracts. If the price of high

LTV contracts increases, some borrowers will substitute to lower LTV contracts, therefore

changing the average type of borrower choosing low LTV contracts. It is this source of

variation — i.e., changes in the outside options c´— that identifies the screening for

default parameter ρd in the default regression.

The identification of the coefficients driving moral hazard (αd) and adverse selection

(ρ) thus comes from two different sources of variation. For instance, changes in the in-

terest rate of product c and changes in the interest rate spread between product c and

its close substitutes (c´). Variations in the interest rate rcb — while keeping the interest

rate spreads constants — keep incentives to choose a given contract unchanged (β̂P
gcbc´

does not vary) but changes the burden of payment of the borrower (αdrcb). In contrast,

14. The average type can be recovered the following way: ErβP
i |IE

P , i choose cs “
ş

βP
i

Probpi chooses cb |IE
P ,ΘP ,βP

i q

Probpi chooses cb |IE
P ,ΘP q

dF pβP ; ΩP q and Probpi chooses cb |IE
P ,ΘP , βP

i q, given by equation (5),

depends on the spread between contracts only ( exppβXc´αrcq
ř

x exppβXx´αrxq
“ 1

ř

x expppβXx´αrxq´pβXc´αrcqq
).

Probpi chooses cb |IE
P ,ΘP q is given by integrating Probpi chooses cb |IE

P ,ΘP , βP
i q over βP

i .
15. This last statement is conditional on interpreting the βP

i coefficient as coming from a first-degree
approximation of borrowers’ valuation of contract characteristics (βP

icb « βP
i `fpXcbq), or assuming that

the causal impact of contract terms is homogeneous across agents as in for instance Hertzberg, Liberman,
and Paravisini (2018).
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variations in the spread between contracts c and other contracts — keeping rcb constant

— will only change the type of borrower getting contract c (βdrcb).

Identification challenges Let us now formally discuss the identification challenges.

As in the product choice regression, one might worry that the unobserved product char-

acteristics are correlated with interest rates. We mitigate this concern using the same

cost shifter (capital requirement) to instrument the interest rate.

One potential identification challenge is associated with the adverse selection coeffi-

cients ρd. It arises if changes in the outside options—for instance, the interest rates of

contract c´—are correlated to changes in contract c characteristics that we cannot control

for or to changes in other variables affecting default, such as macroeconomic shocks.

To limit this omitted variable concern, we use bank fixed effects, product fixed effects,

and control for the mortgage origination date. Our empirical strategy thus controls for

differences across acceptance and rejection rules that are common among products (lender

shocks) and differences across products that are common across lenders (market shocks).

We also use a new instrument for our measure of borrower average type β̂P
gcbc´ . The

instrument is based on risk weights as for the product choice regression. The difference

with product choice regression is that the risk weights of the products that were not

chosen are also used as instruments. The instrument is relevant because changes in the

cost of producing products other than product c are passed through the interest rate of

those products, thus changing the type of borrower choosing product c even when the

characteristics of product c did not change. Formally, we instrument β̂P
gcb by replacing

the interest rates by the capital requirements in equation (14).

The instrument exclusion restrictions are that changes in capital requirements of other

contracts than contract c are uncorrelated with unobserved bank-product specific char-

acteristics of contract c or any bank-product specific shocks that also affect default. The

instrument faces the same limitation as the one discussed in the product demand section

(4.1.1). Given the comprehensive set of contract characteristics, we observe, the main

bias likely comes from a correlation of risk weights with acceptance and rejection rules.

Such rules are lender choice variables. As such, they may react to any product-specific

cost shocks. Any instrumental variable would thus face this caveat, but this may be

less of an issue for rejection rules as the economic literature argued that they are quite

sticky (Agarwal et al. 2020). Yet, to be conservative, our results can be interpreted as a

lower bound on adverse selection as lenders are likely to become stricter to mitigate the

increase in the cost of lending. An alternative IV approach could exploit the timing of a

bank-specific internal rate-based approval as an exogenous variation in the interest rate

spread between products, assuming that acceptance and rejection rules take time to react

to that change. However, the internal rate-based model mostly happens around 2010,

period in which the PSD data feature less information about contract characteristics.
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This approach is thus outside the scope of our paper.

4.1.3 Step 3: Supply

In this third step, we use menu data together with our demand and default estimates

to identify and estimate the marginal costs of lending and the fixed cost of designing a

new product. Conditional on the demand and default parameters being identified and

estimated, the supply parameters are identified and estimated using the cross-sectional

variation.

Identification For notational convenience, let us rewrite the lender maximization

problem (3) as follows:

max
MbPF ,Pib

ΠbpM,Piq ´ F pMb,Mb,t´1q (15)

where ΠbpM,Piq is the expected gross margin for a given market menu M :“ pMb,Mb´q

and acceptance and rejection rule Pi offered by all banks. Mb´ denotes the menus offered

by other lenders than b. F is the feasible set of menus. We allow the interest rate to be a

continuous variable, but contract characteristics and the number of contracts are discrete

variables. The optimality conditions, written from the econometrician information set,

are thus:

BrcbΠbpM,Piq “ 0, for all rates rcb (16)

PrppMbq|Mb´ ,Θq “ PrpMb P argmaxmPF ,Pib
tΠppm,Mb´q, Piq ´ F pm,Mt´1qu|Mb´ ,Θq

(17)

ðñ PrppMbq|Mb´ ,Θq “
exppΠppMb,Mb´q, Piq ´ F pMb,Mb,t´1qq

ř

mPF exppΠppm,Mb´q, Piq ´ F pm,Mb,t´1qq
(18)

The first order condition with respect to interest rate (16) — analyzed formally in

Appendix E — states that the interest rates can be written as a markup over the effective

marginal cost. As in, for instance, Crawford, Pavanini, and Schivardi (2018), the markup

is larger when the demand elasticity is low and when the burden of payment channel

is low. Indeed, when elasticity is low, lenders can increase interest rates without losing

customers. However, when the payment burden channel is large, increasing rates lead

to larger default probabilities, providing incentives to keep interest rates low. As in

Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976), interest rates, together with product characteristics, are

used to maintain borrowers’ incentives to self-select. As a result some contracts feature

an asymmetric information premium while others get a discount (i.e., an information

rent).

Equation (18) states that the menu Mb is more likely to be offered if it is the best
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response to menus offered by other lenders (M´
b ). Given that the gross margin function

is increasing and concave in the number of products, the fixed cost is such that any

additional product introduction beyond what we observe in the data must generate less

revenue than the fixed cost of introducing the said product. Using this condition for

all banks, we can point-identify the fixed cost parameters using a standard logit model

argument. A similar argument holds for the identification of the parameter (λ) capturing

the cost of benefits of withdrawing a product from the menu.

Contrary to Wollmann 2018, we assume that the error terms in the fixed cost function

are extreme value distributed. This parametric assumption allows us to write the moment

inequalities (derived using the best response function approach as in Wollmann 2018) as

a logit model. This parametric assumption allows us to point-identify the parameters

using classing logit model arguments.

Identification challenges Given demand and default estimates and data on menus,

the only unknown in equation (16) is the marginal cost of lending. As in the seminal paper

Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes 1995, we thus recover the bank product-specific lending cost

by inverting the first-order condition with respect to interest rates. Once the marginal

cost are recovered using equation (16), we can construct an estimate of the gross margin

function Π̂pMb, Piq. We then use it in equation (18) to recover the fixed cost.

The marginal cost equation are recovered by inverting equation (16) for each bank-

product without making any identification assumptions. As a result, there are no iden-

tification challenges, but the interpretation of the marginal cost coefficient changes de-

pending on the model used. We discuss this point extensively — as well as the fixed cost

interpretation — in section 3.4.2.

Instead, the fixed cost estimation relies on the classic assumption that the error terms

(eFm) are uncorrelated to observable characteristics. Those error terms can be interpreted

as both unobserved fixed cost heterogeneity and growth margin misspecification. The

latter occurs because we use an estimate Π̂ instead of the true Π in the fixed cost regression

18.

An omitted variable bias if, for instance, high LTV products are often associated

with higher marketing expenses. This would tend to bias the cost of high LTV products

upwardly. To mitigate those issues, we use the product-fixed effects from the demand

regressions as dependent variables. The reasoning is that those fixed effects can be inter-

preted as unobservable product-bank characteristics (see, for instance, Berry, Levinsohn,

and Pakes 1995)

The fixed cost identification also relies on an assumption about the set of alternative

menus that were considered by the lender (i.e., F). This issue is common to the demand

estimation, and has been analyzed in the consideration set literature (see, Crawford,

Griffith, Iaria, et al. 2021). For instance, wrongly including a highly profitable product
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that is not being offered because of regulations or that is mistakenly not considered by

the banks upward bias the cost of introducing this product. To mitigate that issue, we do

the estimation only at product introduction and product exclusion periods and calculate

counterfactual profits in the equation using the menu from the previous period. As a

robustness check, we also do the estimation considering as a set of potential products the

combinations of the most common values for the characteristics of the existing products

in the market.16

4.2 Estimation

The demand coefficient in the logit model are estimated separately for each consideration

set as in Benetton 2018.

The joint estimation of the demand, default and supply parameters is computation-

ally demanding as it would require iterating on the estimate of the average preference

ErβP
i |IE

P , i choose cbs for each ΘP . For this reason, we estimate each equation (5,6,7,16,

18) separately using GMM (see for instance Nevo 2001 for the mixed logit procedure)

and calculate the standard errors using a bootstrap method.

We condition the moments on the information gathered from previous steps. That

is, the loan choice moment built from equation 6 is conditional on the product choice.

The default moment built from equation 7, is conditional on the choice of product and

loan size. The supply parameters are conditional on the demand parameters. The cor-

relations between the random coefficients are recovered by constructing a consistent es-

timate of their average value conditional on product choice (and loan choice for the

default regression) and using this value as a dependent variable. For instance, the pro-

cedure for the default regression is the following. Given a consistent estimate for ΘP

— taken from the product demand estimation — we construct a consistent estimate

for ErβP
i |IE

P , i choose cbsq using Bayes’ rule and the estimated preferences coefficients

of equations (5,6).17 To lower the computational burden of calculating the conditional

random coefficients in ErβP
i |IE

P , i choose cbsq, we approximate the equation using a lin-

earized version of the logit model in the spirit of Salanié and Wolak (2019). We then use

our estimate of ErβP
i |IE

P , i choose cbsq as a dependent variable in the default regression.

16. We limit the feasible set to a combination of products with teaser rates of 0, 2, 3 or 5 years, three
potential levels of fees (0, 750, 1500) and buckets of LTV from 60 to 95 by increasing levels of 5 percent.
We only consider one product introduction for each market segment considered.
17. We construct a consistent estimate of ErβP

i |IE
P , i choose cbsq by using Bayes’ rule and the estimated

preferences coefficients of equation (5,6) to get

ÊrβP
i |IE

P , i choose cbs “

ż

βP Probpi chooses cb |IE
P , Θ̂P , βP

i q

Probpi chooses cb |IE
P , Θ̂P q

dF pβP ; Ω̂P q (19)

Probpi chooses cb |IE
P ,ΘP , βP

i q is defined in equation (5). Probpi chooses cb |IE
P , Θ̂P q is given by inte-

grating Probpi chooses cb |IE
P , Θ̂P , βP

i q over βP using the cumulative distribution function F pβP ; Θ̂P q.
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The marginal cost estimates are recovered by inverting the equation (16). We get

an estimate the gross margin using the demand and marginal cost into the gross margin

function ΠpMb, Piq.

We then simulate the equilibrium gross margin in the second stage of the game for

all product deviation in the feasible set F . Because product characteristics are fixed in

that stage, the gross margin calculation is similar to standard IO setups. We can thus

use Morrow and Skerlos 2011 contraction mapping to recover the equilibrium interest

rate. As such, calculating lenders’ growth margins for each deviation does not feature

any multiple equilibrium issues.

We then estimate the logit equation (18) using the estimated gross margin.

5 Estimation Results

This section presents the estimation results for the demand, default and supply param-

eters. The implied interest rate and product distortions are studied in the next section

(section 6.1).

5.1 Demand Results

Figure 7: Distribution of price elasticity for the discrete choice regression for the full
population

Discrete choice: The demand parameter coefficients are reported in Table 5.

There is substantial heterogeneity in the interest rate elasticity, mainly driven by
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Figure 8: Distribution of WTP for LTV for the full population

income.18 The corresponding average own-product demand elasticity is equal to 2.6, 3.6

and 5.1 for borrowers shopping 70-85% LTV loan that are in the first, second and third

quartile of the income distribution (see Table 7). This result implies that, on average, a

1% increase in the interest rate decreases the market share of the mortgage by 3.6% for

70-85% LTV shoppers. Looking at the market share of low-income borrowers only (the

first quartile of the distribution), we see that a 1% increase in the interest rate decreases

the market share by 2.6%. Figure 7 represents the price elasticity distribution for the

whole borrower population.

The estimate implies that borrowers with higher income are more sensitive to rates.

It can be rationalized by, for instance, search costs as in Agarwal et al. (2020). Borrowers

with higher income are more likely to be accepted into any loan contract and thus have

more incentives to search intensively. The correlation between income and price elasticity

can also be related to the fact that income could be a proxy for other variables such as

financial sophistication. Alternatively, this correlation can be rationalized by the direct

effect of default probabilities: borrowers who are more likely to default are also less likely

to repay the full face value of the debt and thus end up being less price elastic. As

shown in the motivating evidence and in the next section, default is indeed correlated

with income.

The average LTV coefficient is 0.17, meaning that the average borrower likes high

LTV loans. Contrary to the interest rate case, the heterogeneity is mainly driven by the

random coefficient rather than income. This coefficient is significant at the 0.1 level19.

18. The other source of heterogeneity coming from the observable heterogeneity and the random coef-
ficients term are non-significant (statistically and economically).
19. The income interaction term is not significant and has almost no impact on the parameter
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The first quartile of the distribution is 0.13 while the third quartile is 0.21. However,

when considering only the observable heterogeneity, we find that the lower quartile of

the distribution has an average of 0.16 and the third quartile’s average is 0.18. One

interpretation for the positive coefficient results is that borrowers do not like to make

down payments as they may be credit constrained. Combining the two coefficients’

estimates, we find that 70-85% LTV shoppers in the first, second and third quantile

are, respectively, willing to pay (β
α
) up to 7, 10 and 14 bps for a 1 percent LTV increase.

Figure 8 represents the distribution of WTP for LTV for the whole population.

We also find substantial heterogeneity for the teaser rate parameter. The heterogene-

ity is driven by the random coefficient term rather than income. This is the only product

characteristic that is valued positively by certain borrowers and negatively by others.

Fixing rates for a longer period provides a hedge against interest rate increases when

borrowers refinance their loan. The interest rate risk, and thus the benefit of fixing rates,

can be a result of future changes in borrowers’ credit risk or variation in lenders’ cost

of lending. Consequently, the teaser rate coefficients can be rationalized by borrowers

having different degrees of risk aversion or expectations about the future economic path.

This implies that some borrowers prefer a fixed rate while others prefer a flexible rate.

Borrowers in the first, second and third quantile have a coefficient of -0.4, 0.1 and 0.9.

Those coefficients imply a willingness to pay of -30, 8 and 50 bps for a one-year increase

in the teaser rate.

The average borrower dislikes fees. There is no observable and unobservable hetero-

geneity for that coefficient given the other coefficient heterogeneity. Borrowers have an

average coefficient of ´7 ¨ 10´4. Those coefficients imply a willingness to pay of 32, 43

and 60 bps for a 1,000-pound decrease in fees.

Loan demand: The loan coefficients are all significant and reported in Table (8). We

find that high LTV increases the amount borrowed by 15 percent. For the teaser rate, we

find that increasing the teaser rate by 0.8 percent. We further document that borrowers

with a high unobserved preference for LTV or a fixed rate also have a higher propensity

to borrow. Indeed, borrowers with an unobserved preference for a fixed rate that is

one standard deviation higher borrow, on average, 20 percent more. Borrowers with

a unobserved preference for an LTV that is one standard deviation higher borrow, on

average, 1.3 percent more. If those borrowers are also profitable, this creates incentives

for banks to create a menu to extract more surplus from them.

5.2 Default Results

The default parameter coefficients are significant and reported in Table 9.

We document positive selection along the LTV random coefficient. For a given level of
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income and other observable characteristics, borrowers that have an unobserved propen-

sity to choose high LTV products (high êLTV ) that are one standard deviation above

the average of the êLTV distribution also have a baseline default probability that is twice

as low relative to the average borrower (assuming the average is 1.2%). The positive

selection along the êLTV dimension can be the result of borrowers willing to get high

leverage and thus a bigger house when they know that they are less likely to pay the cost

of defaulting. This effect goes in the other direction relative to the income effect.

We also document that low-income borrowers are more likely to default and are also

more likely to choose a high LTV loan. The latter can be rationalized by a model in which

borrowers want the buy the same house size but have different amounts of savings due to

their different income levels. As in the UK mortgage market, there is no individual-based

pricing, this correlation between observable characteristics and default drives adverse

selection.

As mentioned in the demand section, longer teaser rates period hedge borrowers

against changes in interest rates. Variation in future rates can be a result of, for in-

stance, general economic conditions or borrower-specific credit risk changes. Borrowers

preferring higher teaser rates are thus likely to be more risk averse or see their credit score

decrease (and thus their refinancing rate goes up). Those two channels imply opposite

predictions regarding adverse or advantageous selection. Indeed, theoretically, borrowers

who are highly risk averse are less likely to default. In contrast, private information

about a credit risk interpretation will likely lead to adverse selection along the teaser

rate dimension. Indeed, borrowers with private information about their credit risk being

likely to go up over time are more likely to fix their contract terms. Those borrowers are

also more likely to default.

Our estimates imply mild positive selection along the teaser rate dimension. Indeed,

borrowers who are one standard deviation above the mean are 2 percent less likely to

default. The results suggest that the risk aversion channel dominates. This interpretation

is also consistent with the loan regression results showing that those customers tend to

borrow more. Indeed, those borrowers are less likely to lose their house and thus benefit

more from each extra unit of house bought. However, the fact that the teaser rate

coefficients are low may be a result of both channels being present.

5.3 Marginal Costs and Fixed Cost Results

Marginal costs The results are reported in Table 10. We find that the average

marginal cost is 220 bps. Scaled up by a default probability between 0 and 5 percent,

this implies an average fair price of between 220 and 231 bps. The marginal costs are

increasing in LTV in a convex fashion. While the average marginal cost increases by 10

bps between 70 and 80% LTV loans, it increases by 110 bps between 90 and 95% LTV
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loans. Longer teaser rate products are more expensive to produce. One year longer costs

4 bps at a low level but 14 bps per year above the fifth one. Finally, higher fee products

are associated with lower marginal costs. A 500 fee increase is associated with a marginal

costs decrease of 10 bps starting from a zero fee product. This decrease is even bigger for

higher fee products.

Fixed costs The results are reported in Table 11. We find that the average fixed costs

of introducing a new product are about (£ 16 M) per product or 2% of current profits.

Around 30% of the fixed cost is recovered after the withdrawal of an existing product.

Those numbers are comparable to Wollmann (2018), which analyses the car industry. The

estimates are the ones implied by the model to justify that banks offer a discrete number

of products. The sunk cost includes monetary costs such as marketing expenses, updates

of the menu on all lending platforms, and changes in risk weights calculations. They also

include non-monetary costs such as within-firm managing frictions. Given recent papers

showing that collusion is large in banking markets (dou2022cost, bruguestaxation),

our preferred interpretation for the fixed cost is collusion. Indeed, as our model is static,

the fixed cost also capture the impact of competitors’ punishment strategy if the bank

deviates from the current menu offering.20

6 Counterfactual Analysis

In section 6.1, we use simulations to provide a measure of product distortions relative to

the perfect information benchmark. In section 6.2, we calculate the cost of the contractual

externality.

One of the standard issues in industrial organization models of product or firm entry

with fixed cost is the multiplicity of equilibria, as explained, for example, in Eizenberg

(2014). Another standard issue is that, in screening models, the equilibrium is difficult

to characterise even in simple cases such as Rothschild and Stiglitz (1976) because the

equilibrium may not exist in pure strategy.

To mitigate these concerns, we develop two well-behaved benchmarks to analyse the

contractual externality: the perfect information benchmark - which features a closed-

20. Alternatively, the high cost of introducing a new contract could be caused by demand misspecifi-
cation. For instance, the cost may capture the fact the unobserved bank characteristics may be related
to borrowers’ valuation of the size of the menu being offered to them. If borrowers dislike having a large
menu because it looks complicated, then our cost function would be large to capture this channel. We
do not find evidence of this channel when augmenting the demand with the number of products offered
by banks.
The fixed cost estimates are also influenced by the choice of modelling the competition as a two-stage

or simultaneous game. In the paper, we assumed that lenders chose product characteristics first and then
compete on interest rates. The fixed costs are higher by a factor of two when allowing for a simultaneous
game; the intuition is that it is more profitable to deviate when competitors keep interest rates than
when they optimally adapt their price following the deviation.
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form solution - and the social planner benchmark. We discuss those benchmarks in the

following sections.

6.1 Product and Interest Rate Distortions

6.1.1 Conceptual Framework

As explained in Section 3.2, perfect information contracts may not be incentive compat-

ible. To maintain incentives to self-select, lenders can lower the LTV of the contract

designed for the low default borrowers. Alternatively, lenders can also lower the interest

rate spread so that high default borrowers are indifferent between the high LTV contract

and the lower rate contract. Therefore, screening will generally lead to some distortions

of contracts offered by banks relative to the first best contracts.

We characterize the product distortions by comparing the menu offered in the data

to the one offered under perfect information. In the perfect information case, it can be

shown21 that lenders set the product characteristics such that it maximizes the surplus

generated by the loan. Formally, the lender increases the characteristic X, up to the point

that the marginal cost of lending equals the borrower’s willingness to pay:

BX
βP
i X

αP
i

“ BX
mcicb
1 ´ dicb

(20)

We abstract away from the fixed cost for the product distortion to overcome the multiple

equilibria problem mentioned in Eizenberg 2014. We use a conservative approach instead.

If the result gives a characteristic X in between the discrete values observed in the data

(e.g., an LTV of 83 while only LTVs of 70, 75, 80, etc are observed in the data) we set the

counterfactual characteristic X to its discrete value closer to the data equilibrium value

(e.g., 85 if the LTV of that borrower was for instance 90 in the data, and 80 if its LTV

was 75).

We characterize the internet rate distortion by using the model first order conditions

to decompose the interest rate into a perfect information perfect competition price, a

perfect information markup, and an asymmetric information discount or premium (i.e.,

the amount of cross-subsidy generated by adverse selection). The formula is presented

formally in Appendix E. The different components of the formula are functions of the

model parameters and the data and do not require simulations. As a result, there is no

equilibrium multiplicity problem.

21. Using the change of variable Vicb “ βP
i Xcb ´ αP

i rcb ` ξcb and maximizing over Vicb instead or ricb
we get the desired first order conditions.
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6.1.2 Product Distortions: Results

Our results imply that maintaining borrowers’ incentives to self-select requires distorting

contract terms away from their perfect information value. Because high default-low price

elastic borrowers have a high willingness to pay for LTV, low default-high price elastic

borrowers get a lower LTV, and thus a lower house size, under imperfect information.

We find that more than 90 percent of borrowers shopping between 70 and 95% LTV

would get a 85-95% LTV product under perfect information-perfect competition (see table

12). This finding suggests that products below 85% LTV are introduced to screen rather

than to cater to borrowers’ heterogeneous preferences. We exclude borrowers shopping

below 65% LTV as they constitute less than 10 per cent of the loans originated, and

the data quality is lower for that sub-sample.22 Our benchmark does not endogenize

house prices and does not feature any risk associated with having a portfolio composed

of high-leveraged loans only. The results should be thus interpreted as a comparative

static, holding those elements constant.

Our results are robust to the use of models with observable heterogeneity and observ-

able heterogeneity and estimating the coefficient separately for each sufficient set.23 The

amount of product distortion relative to the perfect information situation is accentuated

when moving away from perfect competition. Finally, the result is robust to changing

the fact that a higher LTV decreases default. Indeed, one may be worried that this sign

results from banks selecting good borrowers into high LTV loans based on soft informa-

tion not observable by the econometrician. However, the LTV coefficient of the default

regression would need to be positive and one hundred times larger in absolute value to

imply that 10% of borrowers get offered lower than 90% LTV products. Given the stan-

dard errors of 2.810´6 and the average coefficient of ´3.9 ¨ 10´5 on the LTV coefficient,

this situation is not likely.

As summarized in Table 12 in the appendix, we find that the product distortions when

it comes to fees and teaser rates are milder. Indeed, the model implies that more products

should be offered. In particular, higher fee products (more than £1500), and longer teaser

rate periods (longer than 7 years). The share of the population that would like to get

them is low (below 20 percent of the 80+ LTV borrowers). In addition, this result highly

depends on how the marginal costs of lending vary with fees and teaser period. As the

marginal costs are estimated for products with fees ranging from 0 to 1500 and teaser rate

from 0 to 7, the product introduction results are highly dependent on our extrapolation

of the marginal cost function. We find that the distribution of borrowers would shift

22. Including them would imply that LTV between 50 and 75 would be introduced but would account
for less than 5 percent of the market shares.
23. As the unobservable heterogeneity uses a normal random variable, there is always a mass of bor-

rowers with a very low WTP for any characteristics. However, the borrowers that will choose lower than
90% LTV in the heterogeneity case account for less than 5 per cent of the population
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towards lower-fee products and more flexible rate contracts. This is the result of interest

rate distortions. Those distortions are analyzed in the next section.

6.1.3 Interest Rate Distortions: Results

The results on the interest rate decomposition are summarized in Table 15, Table 14 and

Figure 9. Doing this decomposition, we find that the average fair price is 231 bps, the

markup is about 116 bps while the average information rent is -70 bps for high LTV loans

(above 80). For loans with LTV between 70 and 80, the average fair price is 202 bps,

the markup is about 60 bps while the average information rent is -30. These difference

across LTV are mainly due to the fact that lower LTV loans are chosen by borrowers

that are more price elastic on average. As a result banks have less able to apply large

interest rate or large information rents. The impact of default is mild when explaining

the interest rate level. For instance, the difference between the effective marginal cost and

the marginal cost is on average less than 5 bps (and less than 10 bps when we scale up

all default probabilities by 5 to take into account that the estimated default probabilities

may underestimate banks true default expectations). However, even a mild difference in

default can lead to big product distortions when the screening device is not very effective.

Looking at the differences in the average information rent between different products,

we find that high LTV products (95% LTV) earn low information rents (5 bps) compared

to 75% LTV products. This is due to the fact that high LTV products are also more

expensive to produce, implying that the information rent need not be large. This result

is also consistent with the fact that banks maintain incentives to self-select by distorting

the LTV rather than rates. Contrarily, we find that lower fee contracts and longer rate

contracts get a substantial information rent. This can be explained by the fact that

high fees products are chosen by more price elastic borrowers. Under perfect information

those borrowers would thus get a lower markup (see mark up columns in Tables 15 and

14). To be able to extract more surplus from other borrowers, banks make high fee

product relatively more expensive than what they should be. This is consistent with the

product distortion and the shift in the low fee products category observed under perfect

information: banks increase rates in low fee products to extract more surplus from the

low price elastic borrowers, as a result more price elastic borrowers are pushed to high

fees products when they exist. This creates incentives introduce more high fees products

relative to the first best in order to implement the screening.

Longer teaser rate products are more expensive to produce. They are chosen by less

price elastic borrowers. Under perfect information those borrowers would get a higher

markup. Those products also benefits from an information rent.
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Figure 9: Interest rate decomposition by LTV

6.1.4 Summary of the Results and Economic Interpretation

Our estimates imply that, in the perfect information case, borrowers in the first and last

willingness to pay quartile of the LTV distribution would get contracts with similar LTVs

— respectively, 85 and 95 — and get charged different prices because of their heteroge-

neous price elasticity and default probability. As a result, a menu composed of perfect

information contracts cannot be offered under imperfect information as high default-low

price elastic borrowers would be tempted to choose the lower rate contracts. This cre-

ates incentives to decrease the interest rate on high LTV contracts (i.e., an asymmetric

information discount, also called information rent in monopoly models) and increase the

interest rate on low LTV contracts (i.e., an asymmetric information premium) relative to

the perfect information case. As a complementary incentive, lenders also introduce LTV

contracts that are lower than 85. As high default-low price elastic borrowers are more

reluctant to provide higher down payments for each loan unit, low LTV contracts attract

unobservably safer borrowers and can be offered at a lower price.

Those results imply that welfare is lower relative to the perfect information-perfect

competition case. The overall loss in borrowers’ utility in the current data is equivalent

to the loss in utility following a 100 basis point interest rate increase on all loans.

The perfect information-imperfect competition case is not a natural benchmark to

study welfare given that asymmetric information and imperfect competition interact.

Removing one friction can thus increase the other. For instance, by removing asymmetric

information, lenders are able to set a higher interest rate (70 bps) to high LTV contracts
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without the fear of borrowers substituting to a lower LTV contract designed to attract

safer borrowers.

Reducing the level of asymmetric information, or allowing lenders to price borrowers

on all observable characteristics such as ethnicity, gender, disability, or religious beliefs

may not be feasible or desirable. As a result, it is also relevant to look at how far the

product offered are from the second best (i.e., the menus offered by an informationally

constrained social planner). This is the purpose of the following section.

6.2 Quantitative Analysis of the Contractual Externality

6.2.1 Conceptual Framework

To capture the contractual externality explained in Section 3.2, we solve for the contract

under the following specification. We fix the customers of each bank and look at whether

a Pareto-improving menu exists. Fixing the market share eliminates the externality by

preventing borrowers from moving from one bank to another. It also allows us to focus

exclusively on the contractual externality by preventing an increase in welfare generated

by a better allocation of borrowers to cheaper banks.

The benefit of setting the social planner benchmark this way is that it becomes simi-

lar to the textbook monopolistic screening model, which does not feature the equilibrium

problems in competitive models such as, for instance, Rothschild and Stiglitz 1976. This

allows us to overcome the issues related to solving for a potentially mixed strategy equi-

librium (see for instance Lester et al. 2019) or the need to use equilibrium refinements

to solve screening models (see for instance Handel, Hendel, and Whinston (2015) that

rely on Riley (1979) equilibrium concepts, which forces the screening equilibrium to oc-

cur). The multiplicity arising from the fixed cost is also mitigated as we can solve each

bank problem separately for each menu in the bank feasible set.24 We present the formal

specification in Appendix G.

We define social welfare as the sum of firms’ profits plus the sum of borrowers’ utility

expressed in monetary terms. We measure the cost of the screening externality by com-

paring the utilitarian social welfare level implied by our structural model to one achievable

in a benchmark in which the contractual externality is internalized.

6.2.2 Summary of the Results and Economic Interpretation

As illustrated by Figure 10, the counterfactual simulation shows that the social planner

could do a Pareto improvement by pooling more borrowers at higher LTV. Low-default

borrowers are better off because they can buy a larger house. High-default borrowers

24. To lower the computational burden, we restrict the feasible set for LTV to contract just above and
below the one currently offered to the borrower.
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Figure 10: Data and social planner simulation distribution of the equilibrium interest
rate and LTV distribution.

benefit from being pooled by getting a lower interest rate. Lenders are also better off

because lower LTV distortions imply that the surplus generated by the lending activity

is larger, and they are thus able to extract more surplus and increase their profits.

We find that despite the low spread between defaults, the cost of the contractual

externality is quite large. The deadweight loss associated with the externality is equivalent

to the loss in borrowers’ utility following a 32 bps increase in interest rates for all contracts.

This finding suggests there is room for Pareto improving policy interventions. As

shown in the theoretical companion paper Taburet (2022), lowering competition, increas-

ing the capital requirement on low LTV in a low-competition environment, or banning

the use of lower LTV products could reduce the impact of the contractual externality by

preventing cream-skimming deviations to occur. However, our model focuses on asym-

metric information distortions and does not explicitly model other frictions. For instance,

deposit insurance could lead banks to underestimate the risk of lending via higher LTV.

This friction would then lead to too much leverage in the mortgage market instead of too

little leverage. As a result, a policy Policy interventions should consider both frictions

before implementing a low LTV ban.

6.3 Ban on High LTV Products

Limits on LTV are becoming increasingly popular. Indeed, according to the IMF’s Global

Macroprudential Policy Instruments (GMPI) database, 47 countries have introduced lim-

its on LTVs. While those policies are used as part of the macroprudential policy toolkit,

LTV limits also have an effect on the market equilibrium by restricting banks’ ability to

screen using LTV.

Indeed, by doing so, borrowers shopping at high LTV will be forced to move to lower

LTV loans. Banks thus have to pool borrowers with different price elasticities and default

probabilities or introduce new products in order to sort borrowers. To assess the impact

of those policies, we solve for the situation in which the banks cannot change their menu
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offers and the situation in which the product offering is endogenous.

Solving the model Given the difficulties of solving for more than one endogenous

characteristic using the first order condition approach (Einav, Finkelstein, and Mahoney

(2021)), the numerical exercise is based on discretizing products’ characteristics and us-

ing a contraction mapping to solve for rates using the interest rate first-order conditions

for a given menu offering. Instead of looking at all the possible menu offering combina-

tions, which would be too computationally demanding,footnoteIndeed, even restricting

ourselves to 10 potential products of 6 banks, the potential equilibriums to compute are

greater than 106. , we use an algorithm proposed by Lee and Pakes (2009). The idea

is to start from a given equilibrium, change a fundamental parameter and allow a first

bank to optimally choose which products to enter or exit, taking other banks’ offers as

given and knowing what the interest rate equilibrium will be.25 We compute the new

equilibrium prices using a classic contraction mapping. Then, we allow a second bank

to best respond to the new equilibrium. The program cycles through the banks, contin-

ually updating the offerings until an entire cycle is complete and no firm wishes to deviate.

Fixed products scenario The average rate for 80-90 products increases from 244

bps to 255 bps. Using the interest rate decomposition we find that the average markup

for 80-90 products goes from 33 bps to 48 bps. This is because borrowers who previously

shopped at 95% LTV are, on average, less price elastic and more likely to default. After

the LTV ban, they substitute for a lower LTV. The average price elasticity and default

probability of borrowers shopping at lower thus increase leading to a price increase.

The average information rent decreases from 66 bps to 58 bps implying either that

banks pool more borrowers or that the incentive compatibility constraints are easier to

maintain. Using the structural model, we find that the average cost of the LTV ban is

equivalent to a 10 bps interest rate increase for all borrowers.

Endogenous products scenario Allowing for product entry increases the average

price from 244 bps to 283 bps and expands the choice set. This is a 30 bps increase

relative to the fixed product scenario. While allowing for endogenous products could

have disciplined prices by increasing competition in market segments with high markups,

we find that the opposite result holds because that endogenous products allows banks to

extract more surplus from high WTP borrowers. In particular, we find that the products

introduced by banks following the high LTV ban are the ones that are more likely to be

chosen by the new borrowers that are less price elastic: 90% LTV products, low fees, and

longer teaser rates.

25. We could also consider that other banks do not change their rate
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The number of products increases for two reasons. The first reason is that the number

of borrowers shopping at a given LTV range increases, and the price elasticity decreases.

As a result, the expected profit for any given product increases due to the market size

and the markup effect; thus, it is more likely that the fixed cost becomes lower than

the potential profits. This product introduction effect lowers mark-ups. However, as

discussed in Tirole (1988), the existence of fixed costs can lead to too much product

being offered. This happens because lenders do not internalize the business stealing effect

(cannibalization) of their product introduction on competitors. As a result, competitors

tend to offer too many products. Including product introduction and exclusion thus also

allows for this effect to be present.

The second effect comes from incentives to screen borrowers. As the preference hetero-

geneity of borrowers shopping at lower LTV increases, banks have incentives to increase

the number of products to screen borrowers. As discussed in section 3.2, because of the

contractual externality, banks may create too many products (i.e., screen borrowers) even

when the social planner would not do so.

The overall effect of product introduction on welfare in thus theoretically ambiguous.

Using the structural model, we find that, compared to the situation without the ban,

welfare decreases by 30 bps. This result implies that product introduction is, in our case,

detrimental to borrowers’ welfare as it allows banks to extract more surplus from high

WTP borrowers and pushes other borrowers towards products with distorted character-

istics. Not considering product introduction thus underestimates the negative impact of

an LTV ban by a factor of three.

7 Conclusion

The main contribution of this paper is to provide the first analysis of product and price

distortions in the context of credit markets in which menus of contracts are used. We

do so by developing the first structural model of screening with endogenous menus of

contracts.

To identify and estimate the model, we make several contributions. First, we develop

a new identification strategy to test whether screening for default probability is possible.

Along the way, we discuss how to adapt classic structural models to the banking market.

Those changes are guided by the fact that financial markets are not a classic IO market

in many regards. For instance, contrary to a traditional IO market, the quantity (loan

size) of products being sold to a given borrower may be limited by sellers, sellers may not

accept to sell borrowers some products (rejection of loan applications), and the market is

likely to feature adverse or positive selection. The second contribution is to propose a new

set of tools to analyse the impact of screening on product and price distortions. Instead of

using the classic counterfactual analysis — for which the technical properties (equilibrium
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uniqueness) have not been fully analysed by the literature in the context of multiple

endogenous variables — we propose a new complementary approach. We first use perfect

information, well-behaved model, as a benchmark to analyze product distortions. Second,

we use a “sufficient statistic approach” to decompose the equilibrium interest rates into

a fair price, a perfect information markup and an asymmetric information premium or

discount. Finally, we propose a social planner benchmark to deliver a measure of the cost

of coordination problems related to screening. The third contribution is to estimate the

impact of policies affecting incentives to screen using the classic structural approach and

discuss why their impact on contract terms is theoretically ambiguous.

In addition, our paper touches on several topics that we think are exciting avenues for

future research. First, although not at the centre of our analysis, we document that the

banking market features a large fixed cost of introducing products (£ 16 M per product

or 2 percent of current profits). That results is comparable to the one of Wollmann (2018)

for the car industry. Given that introducing a new product in credit markets does not

require — contrary to the car industry — any new machine or raw material expenses,

that result may imply large managerial frictions or collusion between banks. However,

given the static nature of our supply model, our estimated fixed cost should not be taken

at face value. We believe using a dynamic approach like the one explored in Appendix

(B) instead of the static one used in this paper could help provide better estimates of

those fixed costs. In turn, this would help in designing better models and policies in

credit markets. Second, although acceptance and rejections are important drivers of the

market equilibrium, those thresholds are unobserved in most data sets. We deal with this

limitation by using a sufficient set approach in this paper, but, we believe that using a

structural approach to back out those rules is also an interesting avenue for research.26
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A Tables

A.1 Descriptive statistics

Table 1: Regression LTV on borrowers’ characteristics

Variable Age Yearly net income Number of borrowers Self employed

Bellow 60% LTV 33*** 39,855 1.35*** 0.085***
60-70% LTV -0.7*** -82 0.04*** 0.01***
70-75% LTV -1.5*** 3675*** 0.007*** -0.005***
75-80% LTV -1.3*** 1793* 0.11*** 0.006***
80-85% LTV -1.7*** 1941** 0.16*** 0.007***
85-90% LTV -2.4*** -2716*** 0.22*** -0.024***

95+ ltv -2.7*** -3842*** 0.28*** -0.06***

N 1,077,291 1,077,291 1,077,291 1,077,291

***p ă 0.01, **p ă 0.05, *p ă 0.1

Table 2: Summary Statistics for 2018

Variable Mean SD Min Max

Loan Characteristics:
Max LTV (percent) 82.5 10.8 50 95

Teaser rate period (years) 3.3 1.6 0 7
Maturity (years) 29.7 5.7 8 40

Fees (£) 503 631 0 2610
Rate (percent) 2.5 0.8 1.1 8

Loan amount (£ 1000) 164 129 35 864
Borrower Characteristics:

Household income (£ 1000) 36 16 25 944
Loan applicants 1.56 0.5 1 2
Age (years) 31 7 18 75

Loan to Income 4.6 1.2 1.1 6.1

N 279,379
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Table 3: Mortgage Holiday take up and arrears. A mortgage holiday is a payment deferral
(up to 6 month)

Mortgage Holiday by 2021 Arrears by 2020 (Origination: 2018)

Interest (in percent) 12˚˚˚ 5.8˚˚˚

LTVą 90 -3.5 -1.4˚˚˚

Fixed rate period (years) -0.9 ˚˚˚

Lender fees 3.7 ¨ 10´3˚˚˚

Income -1.2 ¨ 10´4˚˚˚

Nb applicants -3.9 ˚˚˚

Age 6.7 ¨ 10´2˚

LTI -1.4 ˚˚˚

Time fixed effect No Yes
Bank fixed effect Yes Yes
Region fixed effect No Yes

Mean 26% 1.2%
Observations 53 279,379

***p ă 0.01, **p ă 0.05, *p ă 0.1

Notes: All the coefficients of the first column need to be rescaled by
¨10´2 and by ¨10´3 in the second column

Table 4: Most common product characteristics
Variable 2019 2021

high LTV (95)

Average number of products (rounded) 8 0-2
Fixed rate period (years) (5,3,2,0) 5 year more likely

Average lender fees (rounded) (0, 750) high fees more likely

medium LTV (75-85)

Average number of products (rounded) 12 16
Fixed rate period (years) (5,3,2,0) (5,3,2,0) + longer fixed rates

Average lender fees (rounded) (0, 750, 1450) (0, 750, 1450)

Source: PSD001 + Moneyfact
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A.2 Estimation Results

Table 5: Mixed logit (Origination: 2018)
85 + LTV loans 70-85% LTV loans

Interest rate (percent) ´54 ´7.1
p50q p44q

LTV (percent) 23 ˚˚˚ 21 ˚˚˚

p1.2q p5q

Fixed rate period (years) ´78˚ ´18
p40q p19q

Lender fees (pounds) -9 ¨ 10´2˚˚˚ -7¨ 10´2˚˚˚

p1.610´2q p5 ¨ 10´3q

Interest rate ˆ Yearly Net Income (pounds) -4.5 ¨ 10´3˚˚˚ -3.2 ¨ 10´3˚˚˚

p1.1 ¨ 10´5q p1.7 ¨ 10´5q

Standard deviation random coefficient Fixed rate period 250˚˚˚ 100˚˚˚

p48q p27q

Standard deviation random coefficient LTV 24˚˚˚ 4.8˚˚˚

p2.7 q p2¨ 10´1q

Region-Age-Nb applicants interaction terms for all product characteristics Yes Yes
Interest rate- Fixed rate period-fees random coefficient Yes Yes

Observations 279,379 230,680
***p ă 0.01, **p ă 0.05, *p ă 0.1

Notes: All the coefficients of the first column need to be rescaled by
¨10´2

Table 6: Coefficient heterogeneity
Interest rate (per cent) LTV (per cent) Teaser rate (year) Fees (pounds)

85+ loans
Observable heterogeneity only

First quartile ´11 2.3 -7.8 ´8 ¨ 10´3

Second quartile ´8.6 2.3 -7.8 ´8 ¨ 10´3

Third quartile ´6.3 2.3 -7.8 ´8 ¨ 10´3

Observable and unobservable heterogeneity
First quartile -11 1.5 -2.4 ´8 ¨ 10´3

Second quartile -8.6 2.3 -7.8 -8¨10´3

Third quartile -6.3 3 9.2 -8¨10´3

70-85 loans
Observable heterogeneity only

First quartile -23 1.6 1.5 -7¨10´3

Second quartile -19 1.7 1.5 -7¨10´3

Third quartile -15 1.8 1.5 -7¨10´3

Observable and unobservable heterogeneity
First quartile -23 1.3 ´4.3 -7¨10´3

Second quartile -19 1.7 1.5 -7¨10´3

Third quartile -15 2.1 9.1 -7¨10´3

Notes: All the coefficients of the first column need to be rescaled by
¨10´1
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Table 7: WTP and elasticity heterogeneity
Price elasticity WTP LTV (percent) WTP teaser rate (year) WTP fees (pounds)

85+ loans
Observable heterogeneity only

First quartile 28 1 -6.5 -6.6¨10´3

Second quartile 39 1.4 -4.9 -5¨10´3

Third quartile 54 1.9 -3.7 -3.8¨10´3

Observable and unobservable heterogeneity
First quartile 28 0.5 -1.1 -6.6¨10´3

Second quartile 39 1.3 -4.4 -5¨10´3

Third quartile 54 2.4 5.3 -3.8¨10´3

70-85 loans
Observable heterogeneity only

First quartile 26 0.8 0.7 -6¨10´3

Second quartile 36 1 0.9 -4.3¨10´3

Third quartile 51 1.4 1.2 -3.2¨10´3

Observable and unobservable heterogeneity
First quartile 26 0.7 ´3 -6¨10´3

Second quartile 36 1 0.8 -4.3¨10´3

Third quartile 51 1.4 5 -3.2¨10´3

Notes: All the coefficients of the first column need to be rescaled by
¨10´1

Table 8: Loan Demand (Origination: 2018)
log(Loan size) log(Loan size)

Interest rate (percent) ´52˚˚˚ ´52˚˚˚

p3.9q p3.9q

LTV (percent) 0.9˚˚˚ 0.8˚˚˚

p0.2q p0.4q

LTV=95 (percent) 76˚˚˚ 150˚˚˚

p7.3q p21q

Fixed rate period (years) ´1.7˚ ´8.5˚˚˚

p9 ¨ 10´4q p2.4 ¨ 10´3q

Lender fees (pounds) 6.5 ¨ 10´2˚˚˚ 6.9 ¨ 10´2˚˚˚

p1.6 ¨ 10´3q p1.6 ¨ 10´3q

log(Income) (pounds) 800˚˚˚ 800˚˚˚

p4q p4q

unobserved WTP fixed rate:êTR (mean 0 sd normalized to 1) 200˚˚˚

p2.3q

unobserved WTP LTV:êLTV (mean 0 sd normalized to 1) 80˚˚˚

p13q

Lender, Region, time fixed effect Yes Yes
Borrowers’ characteristics control Yes Yes
Borrowers’ WTP interaction terms Yes Yes

R2 0.76 0.77
Observations 279,379 279,379

***p ă 0.01, **p ă 0.05, *p ă 0.1

Notes: All the coefficients of the first column need to be rescaled by
¨10´3
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Table 9: Default regression (mortgage originated in 2018)

Arrears by 2020 Arrears by 2020

Interest (in percent) 5.8˚˚˚ 3.9˚˚˚

(0.4) (0.34)
LTV -0.2˚˚˚ 0.12

(2.7) (2.1)
Fixed rate period (years) -0.1 ˚˚˚ -0.6 10˚

(2.7) (0.16)
Lender fees (in thousands) 3.7 4

(0.7) (0.6)
Income (in thousands) -0.12˚˚˚ -0.24 ˚˚˚

(1.1 ¨ 10´2) (1.6 ¨ 10´2)
Nb applicants -3.9˚˚˚ -3.1 ˚˚˚

(0.3q (0.2)
Age 0.067 ˚ 0.07 ˚

(1.1 ¨ 10´2) (1.9 ¨ 10´2)
êLTV (sd normalized to 1) ´5.4˚˚˚

(9.4)
êTR (sd normalized to 1) ´0.2˚˚˚

(5.1)

Time fixed effect Yes Yes
Lender fixed effect Yes Yes
Region fixed effect Yes Yes

Macroeconomics controls (monthly GDP) Yes Yes
Control for loan size Yes Yes

Mean 1.2% 1.2%
Observations 279,379 279,379

***p ă 0.01, **p ă 0.05, *p ă 0.1

Notes: All the coefficients of the first column need to be rescaled by
¨10´3
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Table 10: Marginal costs regression and interest rate (LTV ą 70)

Marginal costs Interest rates

Intercept 85˚˚˚ 12˚˚˚

p20q p8.69q

1LTV ă85ˆLTV (percent) 12˚˚˚ 14˚˚˚

p2.8q p0.1q

1LTV ą85ˆLTV (percent) 18˚˚˚ 20˚˚˚

p1.5q p0.1q

95% LTV (dummy) 98˚˚˚ 120˚˚˚

p91q p2.1q

Fixed rate period (years) 40 ¨ 10˚˚ 44˚˚

p10q p5.3 ¨ 10´1q

High Fixed rate period (ě5) 180˚˚˚ 23010˚˚˚

p5 ¨ 10´2q p1.6 ¨ 10´3q

Lender fees (pounds) ´0.2˚˚˚ ´0.4˚˚˚

p1.8 ¨ 10´2q p5.7 ¨ 10´4q

High fees (1000-1500) ´100˚ ´130˚˚˚

p40q p2.7q

Bank fixed effect Yes Yes
Average 2.12 2.42

N 278 647,433
R2 0.88 0.76

***p ă 0.01, **p ă 0.05, *p ă 0.1

Notes: All the coefficients of the first column need to be rescaled by
¨10´2
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Table 11: Fixed cost results

X̃c=1 (1)

Profits (βq 4.47˚˚˚

p6.37 ¨ 10´2q

Nbr of Product included (θq 7.8 ¨ 107˚˚˚

p5.04 ¨ 103q

Nbr of Product excluded (θ ¨ λq ´2.4 ¨ 107˚˚˚

p5.04 ¨ 103q

Bank fixed effect No
Time fixed effect No
Observations 61

˚p ă 0.1; ˚˚p ă 0.05; ˚˚˚p ă 0.01

A.3 Counterfactual Results

Table 12: Product distortion (80+ LTV loans)
Ideal LTV (percent) Ideal teaser rate (year) Ideal Fees (pounds)

Observable heterogeneity only (perfect information+perfect competition)
First quartile 95 0 0
Second quartile 95 0 0
Third quartile 95 0 500

Observable and unobservable heterogeneity (perfect information+perfect competition)
First quartile 90 0 0
Second quartile 95 2 0
Third quartile 95 5-7 500

Product choice distribution (data)
First quartile 85 2 0
Second quartile 90 2 500
Third quartile 95 5-7 1000

Table 13: LTV distortion perfect competition perfect information benchmark (70+ LTV
loans)

Decile 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Product choice distribution (data)
75 75 80 85 90 90 90 90 95

Benchmark implied distribution (observable heterogeneity)
90 90 95 95 95 95 95 95 95

Benchmark implied distribution (observable + unobservable heterogeneity)
85-90 90 90 90 95 95 95 95 95
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Table 14: Interest rate decomposition (70-80+ LTV loans)
Fair price (bps) Perfect information mark-up (bps) Asymmetric Information discount/premium (bps)

LTV 2˚˚˚ 1 ¨ 10´1 2 ¨ 10´1˚

fees (500) -16˚˚˚ -9 ˚˚˚ 6˚˚˚

fees (1000) -29˚˚˚ -20 ˚˚˚ 13˚˚˚

fees (1500) -35˚˚˚ -30 ˚˚˚ 17˚˚˚

teaser rate period (2 years) -40˚˚˚ -8 0
teaser rate period (5 years) -20 ˚ -4 -10˚˚

teaser rate period (7 years) 7 10 -20˚˚

Average 202 65 -30

***p ă 0.01, **p ă 0.05, *p ă 0.1

Table 15: Intest rate decomposition (80+ LTV loans)
Fair Price (bps) Perfect information mark-up (bps) Asymmetric Information discount/premium (bps)

LTV 12˚˚˚ 8 ¨10´2 2˚˚˚

fees (500) -12˚˚˚ -19 ˚˚˚ 20˚˚˚

fees (1000) -35˚˚˚ -46 ˚˚˚ 41˚˚˚

fees (1500) -46˚˚˚ -55 ˚˚˚ 45˚˚˚

teaser rate period (2 years) 3 15˚˚˚ -16 ˚˚˚

teaser rate period (5 years) 15 ˚˚˚ 35˚˚˚ -31 ˚˚˚

teaser rate period (7 years) 27 ˚˚ 43˚˚˚ -40˚˚˚

Average 231 116 -68

***p ă 0.01, **p ă 0.05, *p ă 0.1

B Menu Adjustment Costs: Dynamic approach

I want to estimate:

PrpdjtpM, M̃qq, with djtpM, M̃q :“ 1tVjtpMq´scpM,M̃qqěVjtpM̃q`eMtj´eM̃tju

and V pMt´1, petqq “ maxMPMj
ΠjpMq ´ scM ` βErV pM, pet`1qqs
looooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooon

vpM,Mt´1q

`eMtj

With (eMtj ´ eM̃tj) are iid and EVD I get:

PrpdjtpM, M̃qq “
exppuM̃pMt´1,Mtqq

1 `
ř

m‰M̃ exppuM̃pMt´1,mqq
(21)

with:

uM̃pM,Mt´1q :“ ΠpMq ´ ΠpM̃q ´ rscpM,Mt´1q ´ scpM̃,Mt´1qs

´ βrlogpPrpM̃ |Mqq ´ logpPrpM̃ |M̃qq
loooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon

Observable in data

s (22)

The last term (logpPrpM̃ |Mqq´logpPrpM̃ |M̃qq) comes from using the EV assumption

and rewriting the value function as in Arcidiacono and Miller (2011) (cf. Proof)

I parametrize:

scpM 1,Mq “
ÿ

c

θ1X̃cr1cPM 1,cRM
loooomoooon

Inclusion

`λ1cPM,cRM 1
loooomoooon

Exclusion

s (23)
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Proof:

vpM,Mt´1q “ΠpMq ´ scpM,Mt´1q ` βrlogp
ÿ

m

exppvpm,Mqqq ` csts

“ΠpMq ´ scpM,Mt´1q ` βrlogpvpM̃,Mqq ´ logpPrpM̃ |Mqq ` csts (24)

and noting that, as in (Arcidiacono and Miller (2011)):

uM̃pM,Mt´1q :“ vpM,Mt´1q ´ vpM̃,Mt´1q

“ ΠpMq ´ ΠpM̃q ´ rscpM,Mt´1q ´ scpM̃,Mt´1qs

´ βrlogpPrpM̃ |Mqq ´ logpPrpM̃ |M̃qq
loooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooon

Observable in data

s (25)

C Demand with Roy’s Identity

Guided by the micro foundation presented in appendix D.2, we parametrize the indirect

utility derived at the optimal borrowing amount given the loan characteristics X and

price r as

UipLipX, rq;X, rq :“ AipXq
LipX, rq

LTV
` VipYiq, (26)

where Yi is the income of borrower i, Ai is a function of the product characteristics

X, Vi is a function of income, and Li is the optimal loan size as a function of product

characteristics X and rate r. LTV is the loan-to-value of the contract, so LipX,rq

LTV
is the

house price.

This parametrization is a generalized version of Train (1986). The main departure

from Train (1986) is that we allow Ai to be a general function that varies with products’

and borrowers’ characteristics instead of a constant.

Using Roys’ identity, the optimal loan size should satisfy LipX, rq “ ´
BrUpL,X,rq

BY UpL,X,rq
.

In Appendix (D.3), we show a parametrization of the function (A) that leads to the

following demand system. We index by c a product pXcb, rcbq offered by bank b and

relabel Lipc, bq :“ LpXcb, rcbq:

Vipc, bq “

ũipc,bq
hkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkj

βicbXcb ´ αicbrcb ` ξcb `σ´1
icbεicb (27)

lnpLipc, bqq “ β̃icbXcb ´ α̃icbrcb ` νDi ` eLicb (28)

with pβicb, αicb, σ
´1
i , β̃icb, α̃icb, e

L
cbq correlated,

where ui is a monotonic transformation of the indirect utility Ui defined in equation
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(26).27

D Model Extensions and Micro-foundations

D.1 Imperfect Information about acceptance and rejections

When borrowers do not observe acceptance and rejection rules, denoting picb the proba-

bility of being accepted, the utility they derive from a contract c P C is:

picbupcbq ` p1 ´ picbqβrEεrV pcqs ´ costs (29)

V pcq “ maxtxPCzcurpixupxq ` p1 ´ pixqβEεrmaxtxPCzcuV ppc, xqq ´ costs (30)

V pxq is the expected utility after being rejected from the contracts present in vector

x. Since rejections are observed by other banks, the probability of being accepted in

another contract may be lower upon rejections. Assuming that borrowers get a new

extreme value draw after each rejection, once can calculate V in a closed form manner.

To ease computational burden, one can assume that the probability of being accepted

after the first rejection i 0 and replace V pcq by an outside option that is borrower specific

ūi.

Assuming that the term picbrσ
´1
i εibcq ´ ūis ` ūi is extreme value distributed with a

variance σ̄´1
i , the new model thus become equivalent to the perfect information case with

all utility parameter scaled by picb:

picbuipcbq ` p1 ´ picbqūi (31)

D.2 Micro-foundation borrowers ’ utility mortgage market

In this section I micro-found borrowers’ borrowers’ indirect utility function used in the

main section of the paper.

The assumptions about borrowers’ utility function are made for tractability and do

not impact the qualitative results.

27. VipYiq is not present as argmaxcUipL
˚, Xc, rcq “ argmaxcUipL

˚, Xc, rcq ´ VipYiq. For those that
are skeptical about the discrete-continuous approach, one could end up with the same functional form
by assuming that borrower i chooses product c and the optimal loan size LipXc, rcq:

maxcPMib
uipLipXcb, rcbq, Xcb, rcbq ` σ´1

i εicb

and make the assumption that LipXc, rcq and uipL
˚
i pXc, rcq, Xc, rcq are linear in contract terms.
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D.2.1 Indirect utility functional form micro foundation

Toy Model consume in period 1, default and loose the house in period 2

upC˚, H˚
q :“maxtC,Lu µC1 `

survival probability
hkkkkkikkkkkj

p1 ´
δ

2

r

Y2

Lq r
ϕ

PH

L

ltv
` µC2s

pC1 ` p1 ´ ltvq
L

ltv
“ Y1

pC2 “ Y2 ´ rL

δ
2

r
Y2

L
ltv

represents the fact that you are more likely to default as you leverage This implies:

H˚
“

L˚

ltv
“

bigger house
hkkikkj

ϕ

PH

´

lower consumption period 1
hkkkkikkkkj

µ

p
p1 ´ ltvq ´

lower consumption period 2
hkkikkj

µr

p
ϕc

PH

´
µr

p
qδ

r

Y2
loooooooomoooooooon

Higher default

Thus:

V pY1, H
˚
q :“ upC˚, H˚

q “
µ

p
rY1 ` Y2s ` H˚

tp
ϕc

PH

´ µr ¨ ltvqr

ϕc

PH
´

µ
p
r `

µ
p
p1 ´ ltvq

2p
ϕc

PH
´

µr
p

q
s ´

µ

p

δr

2ltv
u

Without consumption in period 2:

V pY1, H
˚
q :“ upC˚, H˚

q “
µ

p
Y1 ` H˚

r

ϕc

PH
`

µ
p
p1 ´ ltvq

2
s

D.3 Derivation of the Demand system

Borrowers maximize:

maxcupLci, cq “maxcAic
Lci

ltv
` V pY q

Ac captures that default or consumption trade-off depends on contracts c features

maxcupLc, cq “maxclnpAicq ` lnpLcq ´ ltvpltvq

lnpAicq “ β̃iXc ` σiεic
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From Roy’s Identity (Aic doesn
1t vary with Y, r):

L

ltv
“ γ´1 rBDi

t L
ltv

usAic

VY pY q

Integrating with respect to DFi (loan discount factor):

lnpLcq “ lnpltvq ` γ
VY

Aic

DFi ` cst

with : cst :“ βiXc ` ϵi, with pcstrq

set DFi

Aic
“ νDi ` pβ1Xc ` γc ` β2Xi ` γiqrc

In the regression, allow for some element of Ai to be proxied by income. That way

the income element of βb
i need not be equal to the one in βL

Prpi choose cq “
exppβb

iXc ´ αb
ircq

ř

j exppβb
iXj ´ αb

ircq
(32)

lnpLciq “ αL
i rc ` νDi ` βL

i Xc ` σϵϵi (33)

with βd
i , α

b
i correlated with αL

i , β
L
i .

E First order conditions with respect to interest rates

The First order conditions with respect to interest rate yield:

rc “ t

Fair price
hkkkkkikkkkkj

mc

1 ´ Erd|bcs
`

PI mark´up
hkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj

ErΦcs

Er´Φ1
cs

p
1

Burden of Payment
hkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkj

´Erd|bcs ` βd
r r

1 ´ Erd|bcs
q `

AI discount{premium
hkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkj

ÿ

j‰c

ErΦ1
js

Er´Φ1
cs

π̃c

1 ´ Erd|bcs
u
1 ´ Erd|bcs

1 ´ Erd1|bcs

(34)

Where Φc :“
ř

i
exppuicq

ř

x exppuixq
Lic is the expected amount lent, π̃c :“ p1´Erd|cbsqrc ´mcc

is the expected profit on each loan unit given that the borrower choose the contract c at

bank b.

The first term mc
1´Erd|bcs

is the pricing at which banks break even given the expected

default probability of borrowers choosing the contract c at bank b (Erd|bcs :“ βdXc `

αdrc ` ρErΦcβis

ErΦcs
). It is the marginal cost scaled up by the survival probability.

The second term is
ErΦjs

Er´Φ1
js

p
1´Erd|bcs`βd

r r
1´Erd|bcs

q is the pricing set by banks above the fair price
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if they could observe the average default probability of the type of borrowers choosing

each contracts (Erd|bcs@cb).
ErΦjs

Er´Φ1
js

is the impact of borrowers product elasticity (i.e.,

competition). pβd
r r

1´Erd|bcs
q accounts for the burden of payment: when increasing r, borrowers

are more likely to default (βd ă 0), this creates incentives to lower the mark-up.

The last term
ř

j‰c

ErΦ1
js

Er´Φ1
cs

π̃j

1´Erd|bcs
is the equivalent of the information rent in the

textbook principal agent model.

The ratio 1´Erd|bcs

1´Erd1|bcs
in which Erd1|bcs :“ βdXc ` αdrc ` ρErΦ1

cβis

ErΦ1
cs

is scale up the three

terms by taking into account the fact that changes in r impact the type of borrowers

choosing a given contract.28

F Derivation Present Value of Lending

Given a loan size L, a maturity T and a per period compound interest rate r, the per

period mortgage repayment C is given by the annuity formula:

C “
Lrp1 ` rqT

p1 ` rqT ´ 1
(35)

Similarly, we can express the bank cost of lending an amount L as a constant rate

(mc) and write it as an annuity to make it comparable to the interest rate (r):

D “
Lmcp1 ` mcqT

p1 ` mcqT ´ 1
(36)

The marginal cost includes, among others, the interest rate banks need to pay on its

deposits.

Using δ as the discount rate, the present value of lending the amount L, abstracting

from default, can thus be written:

L
F

ÿ

k“1

δkr
rpr ` 1qT

pr ` 1qT ´ 1
´

mcpmc ` 1qT

pmc ` 1qT ´ 1
s ` γb

T
ÿ

k“F`1

δkr
RpR ` 1qT´F

pR ` 1qT´F ´ 1
´

mcpmc ` 1qT´F

pmc ` 1qT´F ´ 1
s

(37)

R is the reset rate and b is the remaining balance at the end of the teaser rate period.

F is the fixed rate period, T is the maturity of the loan, γ is the share of people not

refinancing and mc is the marginal cost of lending.

As in Crawford, Pavanini, and Schivardi (2018), assuming that banks consider the

average default instead of the probability of defaulting in each period, for a constant

discount rate (δ ă 0), denoting d a dummy equal to 1 if borrower default, the present

28. When the number of product in the market is large and the loan rate elasticity is low (β̃r low),
Erd|bcs and Erd1|bcs are relatively close to each other. Indeed, Φ1 « Φpβ̃r ` 1qΦ « Φ.
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value of lending up period F is:

C ¨ Erp1 ´ dqs ¨

F
ÿ

k“1

δk “ Lr
p1 ` rqT

p1 ` rqT ´ 1
¨ Erp1 ´ dqs ¨

1 ´ δF

1 ´ δ
δ (38)

When T and F are large, p1`rqT

p1`rqT ´1
« 1 and δF « 0, the net present value of lending is

thus:

PV « L ¨ tErp1 ´ dqsr
δ

1 ´ δ
` γErp1 ´ dqsR

1 ´ δT´F

1 ´ δ
δF ´ r

δ

1 ´ δ
` γ

1 ´ δT´F

1 ´ δ
δF smcu

(39)

With (δ “ 1), the expression is instead:

PV « L ¨ rErp1 ´ dqsrF ` γRErp1 ´ dqspT ´ F q ´ rF ` γpT ´ F qsmcs (40)

We further assume as in Benetton (2018) that Brγ “ 0 so that it does not enter inside

the FoC of rc and set γc to 0 (i.e., all borrower remortgage). We can thus also abstract

from the discount rate if δ ă 1 as it is constant across mortgages, we thus get:

NPVicb :“ L ¨ rErp1 ´ dqsr ´ mcs when δ ă 1 (41)

The above expression comes implies that banks do care about fixing the interest rate

except from its impact on the cost of lending (mc), default (d) or on demand (L). This

result comes from the assumption that δF « 0. It may be problematic as for a given

demand, interest rate, default and marginal cost, profits are likely to be increasing in F

as the loan generates annuities for a longer period.

Relaxing the assumption δF « 0 would however require an assumption about the

discount rate used (for instance the bond of or deposit rates) or the use of non standard

approaches like the integrating over one. This last method is too computationally de-

manding for our set-up. We thus go with the first approach and assume that δ “ 1. We

get:

NPVicb :“ L ¨ rp1 ´ dqr ´ mcsF when δ “ 1 (42)

Alternative approach:

Without using Crawford, Pavanini, and Schivardi (2018) assumption about default,

the expression for the annuity would be would be, using d as the per period default
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probability:

C
t

ÿ

k“1

pp1 ´ dqδq
t

“ Lrpp1 ´ dqδq
p1 ` rqT

p1 ` rqT ´ 1

1 ´ pp1 ´ dqδqt

1 ´ pp1 ´ dqδq
(43)

Using the same approximations as in Benetton (2018), p1`rqT

p1`rqT ´1
« 1 and Brγ “ 0, the

expression for the NPV becomes:

NPVicb :“ L ¨ rp1 ´ dqδ
1 ´ pp1 ´ dqδqF

1 ´ δ ` dδ
r ´ mc

1 ´ δF

1 ´ δ
s when δ ă 1 (44)

NPVicb :“ L ¨ rp1 ´ dq
1 ´ p1 ´ dqF

d
r ´ mc ¨ F s when δ “ 1 (45)

Here again, as the discount rate is not observable, the NPV would require estimating

both the discount rate δ and the marginal cost mc. In a low rate environment, the

discount factor can be approximated by 1. Changing the definition of the NPV will

impact the interpretation of the mc as discussed in 3.4.2. Moreover, when d is small as

in our empirical application and δ equal to 1, the expression becomes the same as in

Crawford, Pavanini, and Schivardi (2018):

NPVicb „
dÑ0

L ¨ rp1 ´ dqr ´ mcs ¨ F, when δ “ 1 (46)

G Contractual externality model

Formally, lender problem is defined as:

maxCbt,MbtPFCbt ,Pibt

ÿ

i

ni

C
ÿ

c“1

IC
hkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj

Prpi chooses c | i chooses bqNPVic ´ F pMbt,Mbt´1q (47)

s.t. @i Ermaxc uic ` ϵs ě Ermaxc ūi ` ϵs pPCq

Prpi chooses c | i chooses bq :“ exppuicq
ř

xPrr1,Css exppuixq
captures how borrowers i make their

choice of contract when having only access to bank b contracts. We use this demand

instead of the one used in the structural model ( exppuicq
ř

xPB exppuixq
) to shut down the intensive

margin (i.e., competition) channel.

Prpi chooses bq :“
ř

xPrr1;Css exppuixq
ř

xPrr1;Css exppuixq

Ermaxcuic ` ϵs ě Ermaxcūi ` ϵs ðñ
řC

c“1 exppuicq ě Cexppūiq ðñ Ecrexppuicqs ě

exppūiq states that borrower i’s expected utility should be at least as big as what they

got under the competitive equilibrium if they chose bank b.

NPVic is the net present value of lending to borrower i via contract c. It is formally

defined in Appendix F as the amount lent to borrower i multiplied by the expected

revenues generated by each lending unit minus the unit cost of lending via contract c.
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